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MP raises questions
about BSL policies

Deaf Parenting Awards 2011

A backbench Member of Parliament
recently put questions to a
government minister about policies
for British Sign Language (BSL) and lip
reading in education
Ed Gould
Speaking in the House of Commons,
Tessa Munt MP asked the Minister for Further
Education, Skills and Lifelong Learning, John
Hayes, whether BSL would be included as
a modern foreign language option at GCSE
level.
Mr Hayes stated that he understood that
an awarding organisation was contemplating
the development of GCSEs in BSL. “It will
be for the independent regulator, Ofqual,
to consider whether any such qualification
meets the appropriate criteria for being
recognised as a foreign language GCSE,” he
said.
Mrs Munt responded with a supplementary
question to the minister.
“As Mr Hayes knows, I have very strong
feelings about British Sign Language,
which offers an opportunity for people of
all ages to develop their vocabulary and
to expand their communication skills, and
particularly for young people to develop
speech and language skills, including their
comprehension,” she said.
“Will the Minister please update me on
progress on reclassifying lip reading as an
essential skill?”
Mr Hayes confirmed that the government
was generally supportive of the role BSL plays
in communication, but did not specifically deal
with lip reading as distinct from other areas of
skill. “I see British Sign Language as a bridge
to learning and a key aid to communication,
and I entirely agree that we need to look at
ways to support it and to ensure that people
old and young can learn to sign,” he said.

Tessa Munt MP

Mrs Munt had cited Action on Hearing
Loss’s ‘Read My Lips’ campaign, which seeks
recognition for lip reading as an essential
skill, rather than a leisure skill.
The minister conceded that there is an
issue about whether the government treats
lip reading in the way that Mrs Munt had
suggested. “But I am more than happy to
meet her to discuss this and see whether we
can take it further,” he said.
continued on page 2

Deaf Parenting UK celebrated their 10 year anniversary by hosting the first ever Deaf Parenting UK Awards
Held at the Royal Over-Sea League,
London, the Awards were hosted by Sabina
Iqbal, Chair and Founder of Deaf Parenting
UK and saw over 150 people joining the
celebration.
Sabina commented, “The Awards
celebrate the commitment, dedication
and determination of Deaf parents and
professionals who work with Deaf parents
from across the UK and from all walks of life,
for their contribution to improve the quality
of life for Deaf parents ranging from frontline service, community based and strategy
levels.”
Award winners were presented with a

large glass trophy and gold-framed certificate
or a ‘highly commended’ silver-framed
certificate. Entertainment was provided
by Caroline Parker, a Deaf performer who
signed the songs into British Sign Language
(BSL) including Bette Midler’s ‘Beneath My
Wings’; Nina Simone’s ‘Feeling so Good’ and
Labi Siffre’s ‘So Strong’.
Dr Joanna Downes, was a double winner
of Campaigner of Deaf Parents Award and
also Professional Support of Deaf Parents
Award, said “I was honoured to be a part of
it and to be given two awards made me feel
very proud of what I have achieved. But this
is not the end, hopefully with DPUK support

I can go on to achieve even more for deaf
parents.”
“Deaf Parenting UK started as a small
project in April 2001,” said Sabina, “It has
now grown into a pioneering organisation and
well-known charity across UK and worldwide,
providing support to Deaf parents, parents
to be and professionals working with Deaf
parents.”
For more information about Deaf
Parenting UK, visit www.deafparent.org.
uk or email info@deafparent.org.uk
Full list of winners on page 2

Triumph of Cornwall Deaf Centre
Cornwall Deaf Centre, based in Camborne, found itself in turmoil after a
damning report citing health and safety concerns
Breish Rowe
In the face of severe government funding
cuts, the centre was left with no other option
but to close. However, those who worked in
and used the deaf centre were determined
to find a way to reopen somehow, one way
or another. They launched ‘DIY Deaf-O-S’,
appealing to local tradesmen and businesses
to help restore the building to its former glory.
Garrie Thomas, a committee member
who also works at Coastline Housing, came
up with the idea of DIY Deaf-O-S after a bid
to the BBC programme DIY SOS, presented
by Nick Knowles, was not answered. He
emailed all his contacts and hoped for the
best, stating that “if DIY SOS can do it in a
month, we can do it in a week”. However, even
with their hopeful optimism, nothing could
have prepared them for the overwhelming
response they received. Several people
volunteered their services without charge –
builders, roofers, gardeners and members of
the public – even offering to repair the roof for
free, materials and all.
Barrie Curtis, the chairman and cofounder of the deaf centre, and his steadfast

belief in the centre has been a source
of inspiration and strength to others. He
believes that deaf centres play a vital role in
bridging the deaf and hearing communities
together, “People call Camborne a BSLfriendly town. This is because we are
reaching out to each other, and there are no
barriers between us. Cornwall Deaf Centre is
the Deaf community’s second home”.

Deaf centres play a vital role in
bridging the deaf and hearing
communities together
Jackie Goldie, the Centre’s secretary,
has a profoundly deaf daughter. She agrees
that the centre is important, particularly now
the government is making spending cuts,
“My daughter has had to go to Exeter Deaf
Academy because she could no longer be
supported in mainstream school. My husband
is a sign support worker and has had his
hours cut. Here in Cornwall, there is nowhere
for a deaf child to learn BSL. I had to pay a
deaf lady to come into my home every week
and teach my daughter her own language”.

As the deaf centre provides social and
educational activities, including a children’s
group, it is clear what the impact would be on
the community if it was to close permanently.
There were once six deaf centres in Cornwall.
There is now only one. This is true all over
the country, with many deaf centres closing
in the last few years – Bristol Deaf Centre is
the most recent casualty of the funding cuts.
Barrie Curtis urges others to follow
Cornwall’s example, “We in Cornwall want
other Deaf clubs to do the same. Yes, they can
do it, if they think positive and work as a team…
There is always help round the corner where
you live, and where your Deaf club is too”.
The centre will reopen in time for their
Christmas party on 17 December.
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A note from the Editor
This issue of Hearing Times is packed
with the latest news, interesting
interviews and fascinating features to
keep you up-to-date with the deaf and
hard of hearing communities and those
in hearing care professions.
On page 11 Sandra Miller interviews
Bridget Guy, a speech and language
therapist, while on page 12 William
Jeremy interviews Baroness Randerson
a prominent Liberal Democrat MP and
hearing aid user.
Also in this issue, Juliet England
explores caring for the hearing sibling
of a deaf child, and the impact deafness
has on family life in general (page 10).
As usual, you will find our events guide
packed with the latest events and
theatre listings, if you are organising an
event and would like to advertise it, do
get in touch with a member of our team
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk.
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continued from front page

MP raises questions
Ed Gould
Tessa Munt, a Liberal Democrat MP,
represents the Wells constituency in
Somerset. Hearing Times invited her to
comment about BSL and whether she had
yet met the minister, but she was unable to
respond within the timescale.
A spokesman for the Department for
Education told Hearing Times that the
government welcomed developments with
BSL in education, but that Ofqual would be
the proper authority to regulate any new
examinations.
Mr Hayes told the House that he had a
long standing interest in disability issues, but
specifically in deafness related matters, given
his own hearing loss. Hayes, a Conservative
MP, occupies a ministerial position that is
split between two departments.
According to Action on Hearing Loss, in
2010 there were 420 lip reading classes in
England, but one fifth of them were under
threat of closure within a year.
Signature, a charity that promotes deaf
communication, announced earlier this year
that it would develop BSL programmes in
secondary schools. “A GCSE in BSL would
give Deaf people the chance to achieve a
qualification in their first language,” it stated.

Contributors: Juliet England, Deafinitely
Girly, Ed Gould, Sandra Miller, Breish Rowe,
Matthew Munson, Lizzie Ward, Ruthy
Fletcher, Chris T. Masters. Many thanks
to Bryony Parkes for two years of brilliant
columns and photos; We wish her all the
best for the future.
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DCAL,
BTA,
Specsavers,
Rayovac, Signature
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Sign language clips to help fight serious health conditions
Deaf people are now being given access to important health information in
British Sign Language (BSL) thanks to a partnership between SignHealth
and NHS Choices
Supported by Tesco Charity Trust, the
healthcare charity for Deaf people has
created the clips to give Deaf men and
women access to information about cancers,
diabetes and heart disease.
Steve Powell, Chief Executive of
SignHealth, said, “We are targeting some of
the nation’s biggest health-related killers and
have produced the BSL video clips with NHS
Choices, which were very kindly funded by a
£10,000 grant from Tesco Charity Trust.
“For many Deaf people English is not
their first language and health information
often contains words and concepts that are
complex and unfamiliar.”
However adept they are at lip reading, a
Deaf person will rarely take in the full detail
of a discussion. Steve added, “This is the
first time that Deaf sign language users will
be able to access information on the NHS
Choices website.
“We have covered topics on breast
cancer, diabetes, heart disease, lung cancer
and prostate cancer in these first film clips.
They have been launched on the video
section of the NHS Choices website, www.
nhs.uk* and will also be launched on our

website, www.signhealth.org.uk.
“The five health areas were chosen
because they affect a lot of people in the UK.
NHS Choices produced the scripts for the
topics and once these were agreed, Remark!,
which is the largest Deaf-run and Deaf-led
film company in the UK, did the filming.”
Remark! specialises in all aspects
of television and video production, BSL,
interpreting, training and translation. Mark
Nelson, Managing Director, who is Deaf,
said, “I am delighted that Remark! was
asked to make the NHS Choices video clips
in BSL. We understand the importance of
having easily accessible health information
as it is key to making decisions and choices.
“The clips are a perfect example as so
many Deaf people are missing out on vital
health messages and this is a step in the
right direction. We hope to see more NHS
information being easily available to the Deaf
community.”
Grace Vanterpool MBE, Consultant Nurse
and Diabetes Service Manager for the NHS,
said, “The videos are excellent and I would
recommend that all health professionals
inform their patients about them.”

Read the latest issue online for FREE
www.hearingtimes.co.uk
continued from front page

Deaf Parenting UK Award winners
1) Positive Deaf Parents Award
sponsored by Communication ID
WINNER: Charlotte Moulton- Thomas

If you have an exciting news story to
report, an opinion to express, or an
event to promote get in touch at
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
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Highly Commended: Melissa Mostyn-Thomas

Charlotte is a Deaf parent with two young
sons – Jack, 12, who is hearing and Theo,
10, who has cerebral palsy, is deaf and a
wheelchair user – both of whom are bright,
engaging and a real credit to their mother.
When children were young, Charlotte was
raising them by herself which must have
been incredibly challenging given their
differing circumstances and needs. Charlotte
has had to constantly struggle to ensure
that Theo receives the necessary support
and services. This would be hard enough
for a hearing parent but immeasurably more
difficult for a deaf parent. Likewise she has
had to cope in an all-hearing environment
to make sure Jack is being supported at his
mainstream school.
Charlotte, however, is indefatigable, never
gives up and is constantly alert to any
opportunity to improve and enhance the
progress and wellbeing of both her boys. As
Charlotte said, “In this house there’s no such
word as ‘can’t!’”
2) Community of Deaf Parents Award
sponsored by NCT
WINNER: Conwy and Cyswllt Family Support
Group, North Wales Deaf Association
Highly Commended: Cheeky Monkey Family Group

The Conwy and Cyswllt Family Support
Group, North Wales Deaf Association
organises events for Hearing parents of
Deaf children and Deaf parents of Hearing
children to meet, gain confidence and learn
from each other’s experiences. The events
are usually held once a month and are
subsidised for its members. These events
have included parties, trips to the theatre,
and days at local shows and as they always
ensure communication support is available,
it gives Deaf parents and children a chance
to enjoy the day without the barriers to
communication they often face.
3) Professional Support of Deaf Parents Award
sponsored by BSLworks

WINNER: Dr Joanna Downes
Highly Commended: Maple Tomlin

Dr Downes is a very positive role model.
She is deaf, BSL user, mother to two hearing
children and achieved her Doctorate in
Child Attachment, the first dissertation of
its kind in the UK. She also provided oneto-one support for individual Deaf parents
with various communication needs through
difficult times in their lives such as child
protection procedures, separation, divorce,
supporting parents to lodge complaints with
the Police. Dr Downes became the first Deaf
BSL professional to join Leicester City and
Leicestershire Children’s Hearing Service
Working Group (CHSWG) in its 12 year
history of being established. Shortly after
joining CHSWG, she became Co-Chair of
this group and advocated most strongly for
informed parental choice for both Deaf and
Hearing parents of Deaf and hearing children.
4) Best Practice of Working with Deaf Parents Award
sponsored by Sprue Safety Products Ltd.
WINNER: DeMontfort University Midwifery
Department
Highly Commended: Science Museum

The Midwifery Department went and beyond
the call of duty in providing the first ever
bespoke Awareness Training for midwifery
students in being able to appropriately
support all kinds of Deaf Parents needing to
access Midwifery services. Development of
a 12-hour Awareness Training programme
consisting of what is Deafness, barriers
faced by Deaf parents accessing midwifery
services, the differing types and standards
of communication professionals available.
Development of a ‘fob’ of essential signs for
midwives to carry with them to assist with
informal communications with Deaf parents.
Sourcing funding to further develop training
for health professionals through e-learning,
DVD’s. Supporting d/Deaf Parents as guest
speakers and acknowledging their previous
negative experiences of maternity care. What
made the Midwifery Department personnel
different were their openness, willingness,
commitment, dedication and support of Deaf
Parents directly.

5) Campaigner of Deaf Parents Award
sponsored by TFPL
WINNER: Dr Joanna Downes
Highly Commended: Melissa Mostyn- Thomas

Throughout her campaign work, Dr Joanna
Downes was very clear about Deaf parents’
rights and their responsibilities. Dr Downes
utilised national and international legal
framework when dealing with professionals
to ensure they were also made aware of their
legal responsibilities in making their services
accessible to Deaf Parents. Dr Downes also
campaigned on the following issues at a
strategic level:
• Bilingual education be considered and
further developed for Deaf families in
Leicester. The Local Children’s Safeguarding
Board undertake an access audit of the
services they provide to Deaf families in
Leicester, previously Deaf families were not
part of their “at risk” priority list.
• That the education / employment / legal /
medical / mental health services consider
their legal duties under the Equality Act.
• Those hearing children who have Deaf
parents (Codas) are not used by professionals
to act as interpreters.
6) Friend of Deaf Parents Award
sponsored by Joseph Frasier Solicitors
WINNER: Stuart Harrison
Highly Commended: Shazia Nasreen

Stuart is Deaf, BSL user and also uses speech.
He is also a parent. He has a multitude of
different roles including being self-employed.
However it is the support he has provided
another Deaf parent for several years to
assist them through a multitude of complex
emotional, legal, mental health, domestic
violence issues. Stuart’s support was pivotal
to this Deaf parent. He maintained his sense
of humour, his respect, his knowledge, skills
and experience. He was able to provide
appropriate information, advice and guidance
for this parent. The parent concerned is now
thriving and a fully functioning member of
society, the parent is involved in community
activities and professional work.
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New audiology service offers Deaf children in Southampton
“more timely assessments” promised more school support
Ed Gould
The town centre development opened its
doors to patients at the end of October 2011
at a cost of £21 million. The Barbara Castle
Way Health Centre (BCWHC) is due to be
fully operational by the end of November.
“This new audiology service will augment
currently available activities provided within
the Royal Blackburn Hospital, offering more
timely assessments and hearing aid repairs
in a local area,” Dr Annabel Dodds told
Hearing Times.
Dodds, a Consultant Paediatrician in
Audiology, said that the new unit would
operate both adult and children’s services.
The building occupies five stories and
comprises 8,000 square feet with 121 rooms
to accommodate about 250 health care staff.
Local people and service staff from Blackburn
and Darwen have played an active part in
both the design and the naming process for
the centre.

The service provides a routine and
complex diagnostic, habituation
and rehabilitation service from
birth through to old age
As well as services being transferred
from the Royal Blackburn Hospital, nearby
Montague and Larkhill health centres will
give over some operations to the new facility.
“Hearing aid assessments, reviews and
repairs were not available at Larkhill and will
be held in the new centre,” said Dodds.
Hearing services are set to improve with
the planned introduction of specialist testing
for infants at BCWHC. The centre, which
features a number or specially commissioned
art works, has been designed to provide a
wide range of health care services under one
roof.
According to Blackburn with Darwen
Primary Care NHS Trust this includes GP
practices, dentists, mental health clinics,
sight clinics, physiotherapy, a pharmacy and
family drop in.

Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council/NHS

A cutting edge audiology facility has been launched in a new health centre in
Blackburn, Lancashire

The centre has been designed to provide a wide
range of health care services under one roof

“The facility will provide a wide variety
of services supporting young people’s
health and wellbeing,” the Trust stated. “The
Barbara Castle Way Health Centre will bring
an impressive range of health services right
into the heart of the town and will play a vital
role in improving health and wellbeing in the
borough,” said Sir Bill Taylor, Chair of NHS
Blackburn with Darwen Care Trust Plus.
“I’m delighted that this massive
construction project has come to a conclusion
and the people of Blackburn will soon be able
to access this fantastic facility,” he added.
The NHS Trust serves the towns of
Blackburn and Darwen as part of a unitary
local authority, which has a combined
population in excess 140,000. The Blackburn
audiology team has specialists with expertise
in complex hearing loss and hearing
therapy, including tinnitus investigation and
management.
“Within our total service commitment we
provide a routine and complex diagnostic,
habituation and rehabilitation service from
birth through to old age,” explained Dodds.
She said that the team also has expertise in
vestibular investigation and management. “We
hope that the people of Blackburn will enjoy
the ability to access a local town centre service
as part of our long term strategy to focus upon
patient needs with a modern audiology based
health care system,” she added.

Students get high tech advantage

Campaigning parents of deaf children have recently found out that their
children are to get the support they have been fighting for, following a
meeting with Southampton City Council
Parents of deaf children met Councillor
Jeremy Moulton, the Lead Member for
Children’s Services, to discuss vital education
services for their children, after they launched
a campaign calling for more support in
September. Parents raised concerns at the
meeting that the support their children need
to learn has reduced even further this term.
After listening to parents, Councillor
Moulton agreed that the Council will bring in
an additional part-time specialist Teacher of
the Deaf from the Isle of Wight, and will look
into the individual issues that parents raised.
The Council also told parents that it will be
carrying out a review of its services for deaf
children and that support would be increased
further if needed.
Tracey Pettit, mother of nine-year-old
William, who is deaf, said, “The meeting with
Southampton City Council was a good step
forward for deaf children. It is clear that the
Council has taken our concerns on board,
promising to increase the current level of
provision.
“What parents of deaf children in
Southampton want to see now is for the
Council to keep its promise.” Jo Campion,
Deputy Director of Policy and Campaigns
at the National Deaf Children’s Society

(NDCS), said, “It is fantastic news that the
Council is now working alongside parents
in Southampton to support deaf children to
reach their full potential.
“It is absolutely essential that deaf children
in Southampton have this specialist support
in place. We urge parents in Southampton
to contact NDCS if they have any concerns
about the support their deaf child receives.”

Parents raised concerns that the
support their children need to
learn has reduced even further
In September, parents of deaf children
in Southampton, backed by NDCS, secured
more than 2,500 signatures in aid of their
petition to increase specialist support for deaf
children.
Government figures show that, even
though deafness isn’t a learning disability,
67% of deaf children in the South East fail
to get five grades A* to C at GCSE, including
English and Maths.
Parents of deaf children in Southampton
can contact NDCS with questions or
concerns about support
for their child on 0808 800 8880 or
campaigns@ndcs.org.uk
Advertisement

Thank You for Your
Support...
IAC Wishes All Our Customers a Very
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

Engineering students at Doncaster College for the Deaf will now study
advanced technology, thanks to the donation of an Insignia saloon from
Vauxhall
The vehicle was collected from Vauxhall’s
Ellesmere Port Plant by 16 students and their
tutors but before taking their high tech vehicle
back to the workshop, the students received
a well-informed, British Sign Languagesupported tour of the plant where around 750
vehicles are built per day.
Andrew Boothroyd, programme leader
in the college’s motor vehicle department,
said, “We are delighted by this donation. At
Doncaster we teach students about motor
vehicle technology, construction, mechanical
engineering and body work repair.
“We use real cars in our college to teach
students. Our staff and students are very
pleased about getting to grips with a brand
new model.”
Doncaster College for the Deaf provides
residential training for Deaf or Hard of
Hearing students from across the country.
“The students, aged between 18 and
37, particularly enjoyed the robots in the

Standard & Bespoke Audiology
Booths, Rooms & Suites

Vauxhall representative Hollie hands the keys
over to students at Doncaster College

Body Unit, they were completely transfixed
and had plenty of testing questions for their
tour guide Mike Farley,” said Hollie Gregory,
communications officer at Vauxhall.
“It is crucial that all colleges keep up with
the fast moving changes in the motor industry
if students hope to gain good employment
prospects.”
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HTM 2045 design criteria
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Modular construction allow structures to be
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performance
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Many people look forward to the
Christmas festivities but it can be a lonely
time for millions of people with undiagnosed
hearing loss. The good news is family and
friends can play a vital role in reducing this
isolation
The festive season brings loved
ones together to socialise and watch the
television Christmas specials and listen to
the Queen’s speech on the radio. However,
if you have hearing loss it can be tough not
being able to hear the rustling of wrapping
paper, the grandchildren’s excited chatter or
conversation around the dinner table.
There are four million people in the UK
who should be benefiting from hearing aids
but haven’t yet taken action on their hearing
loss. Wearing digital hearing aids and being
supported by understanding family and
friends can make a huge difference.
This Christmas, Action on Hearing Loss
– formally RNID – want people to encourage
their friends and family who have difficulty
hearing to get their hearing checked by
visiting
www.actiononearingloss.org.uk/
check or calling 0844 800 3838.

How family and friends can help
Spotting hearing loss:
Does your friend or family member:
1. have trouble following
conversations particularly when there
is background noise?
2. need music, radio or television
louder than other people?
3. not want to engage in conversations
in a busy environment?
Encouraging someone to take action:
1. Remember that facing up to hearing
loss can initially be worrying. Try to
talk about it in a way that shows it is
not a big deal.
2. Get clued up. If you know what
to expect in terms of diagnosis and
treatment you can help ensure their
smooth journey through the process.
3. Let them know that Action on
Hearing Loss has a helpline if they
want to have a friendly chat about
hearing loss. Just call 0808 808 0123.

Asif Iqbal MBE attends
Downing Street reception
Asif Iqbal MBE was mingling with
Samantha Cameron, wife of Prime Minister
at 10 Downing Street to celebrating the role
of disabled leaders. The event organised
by RADAR (Royal Association for Disability
and Rights) and was attended by a mixture
of community leaders, celebrities, MPs and
Sponsors. includes Maria Miller MP, Minister
for Disabled People, Jeremy Hunt MP,
Baroness Tanni Grey Thompson and David
Blunkett MP.

Asif highlighted the importance of our
future generation of deaf and disabled people
especially those young people who need a
role model to aspire to.

UK researchers have discovered the first evidence that points to a genetic
cause for the hearing condition known as glue ear
Ed Gould
The work, published in the scientific
journal Public Library of Science Genetics,
establishes the gene that controls the
development of the childhood condition.
Glue ear, properly known as otitis media,
was known to have some genetic function,
from family based studies, but the new
research has singled out the genetic cause.
‘‘Studying children with otitis media and
their families has shown scientists that a
genetic factor is at work, but until now nothing
has been known about the underlying genetic
pathways that actually cause the disease,”
said Director of the Mammalian Genetics
Unit, Professor Steven Brown.
Otitis media causes inflammation of the
middle ear and is the most common cause of
hearing impairment in children. According to
the researchers involved, it is also the most
common cause of surgery in children in the
developed world.
Working with mice, known as Junbo, that
have a genetic hearing loss, the scientists
are able to undertake a range of research.
Junbo mice develop glue ear soon after
birth and it can quickly grow into a more
severe form, known as chronic suppurative
otitis media. With the research mice, the

onset of the chronic condition relies upon
external factors, like the microbiological
status of the mice and their air quality.
With human children, some experience a
form of the disease that causes ear infection
and fever, but some go on to develop a
recurrent form of the disease, often with no
overt infection, accompanied by an effusion
of a thick glue like fluid.

In the future children may be
treated with drug patches or
membranes in the ear, rather than
having grommets fitted

“The Junbo mouse has allowed us to find
the genetic mutation responsible; a change
in the gene Evi1,” said Brown, who led the
research.
The Evi1 gene encodes a protein that
helps to translate DNA into instructions for
the body. The research established that, in
the defective mice, the protein is mutated
and the products of the Evi1 gene are found
in the cells that line the middle ear when
there is inflammation.
According to Brown, a lack of oxygen
reaching the middle ear is the key factor in
the development of the condition.

MRC Harwell
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Genetic cause for ‘ear glue’ singled out

He told Hearing Times that by using
drugs that tackle the root causes of oxygen
deficiency, they have been able to reduce
hearing loss and the build up of fluid in the
middle ear of mice. “This opens up avenues
for new therapies by repurposing existing
drugs, already licensed for use in adults to
treat cancer and tumours,” he said.
This may mean that in the future children
are treated with drug patches or membranes
in the ear, rather than having grommets
fitted. Brown suggested that this could mean
children will be treated by GPs, rather than
having to undergo surgical procedures.
“We could potentially be treating children
without having to develop an entirely new
class of drugs,” Brown told Hearing Times.
The work was conducted at the Medical
Research Council’s facility in Oxfordshire.

UK postgraduate conference showcases
worldwide sign language research

“35 million Brits can’t properly
hear what’s being said on TV”

The one day CISLDC 2011 conference
was organised by postgraduate students
under the auspices of The ESRC Deafness,
Cognition and Language (DCAL) Research
Centre, based at UCL, and City University
London. It was unique in enabling young
academics from a variety of disciplines
related to sign language linguistics to come
together to disseminate their findings and
share insights into sign language research
from across the world.
Presentations included the documentation
of endangered sign languages such as Inuit
Sign Language, semantic organisation in
the deaf mind, assessment of Deaf children
with language impairment and/or autism
and number and negation in Ugandan Sign
Language. The official languages of the
conference were English and British Sign
Language (BSL).
The two invited plenary speakers
were Dr Pamela Perniss from Radboud
University Nijmegen/Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics and Patrick Matthews from
the Centre for Deaf Studies at Trinity College,
Dublin.
Dr Perniss talked on current issues
regarding language embodiment and
iconicity, and Patrick Matthews on changes
in handshape in Irish Sign Language under
the influence of English.
Other
presentations
included
“Conversational Repair in Argentinean Sign
Language”, “The Expression of Spatial
Relations in Turkish Sign Language”, “Sign
Linguistic Fieldwork: issues in documenting
Inuit Sign Language” and “Similar and
Unique Prosodic Marking in Israeli (ISL) and
American (ASL) Sign Languages.”
Researchers came from numerous
international universities, while the British
institutions
represented
were
Leeds
University, Cambridge University, University
of Central Lancashire, Bristol University,
Heriot-Watt University, Institute of Education,
SOAS, University of Birmingham, University
College London and City University London.

Research comprised two studies jointly
planned and run in tandem, the first was cofunded by Danish hearing aid manufacturer
Widex and Channel 4, and the second was
undertaken by the BBC. 8,000 members of
the BBC Pulse adult online panel, and 508
non-internet users aged over 65s took part
in the study.
The Widex/C4 Study was the brainchild
of a trio of retired BBC executives and
research specialists and conducted to
test the hypothesis – based on anecdotal
evidence and complaints to the pressure
group Voice of the Listener & Viewer - that
intrusive background music was obscuring
the speech of actors and presenters to the
extent that it was impairing intelligibility and
understanding.
In the study 70% of the online adults
surveyed
recorded
problems
(59%
occasionally, 11% always or often) hearing
what was being said. For the over 65s
age group this percentage rose to 76%
(occasionally 59%, always/often 17%).
However, the biggest surprise revealed
by the Widex/C4 Study was that the issue
of poor speech intelligibility had much
more to do with technical issues during
a programmes recording than with the
subsequent overlaying of a soundtrack.
Detailed analysis of 22 programmes
identified as causing difficulties revealed
that the majority of audibility problems
resulted from the method by which speech
is recorded. Adding background music made
the audibility worse.
The BBC is so concerned at the findings
that it has launched an industry-wide training
initiative through the BBC Academy.
A series of training modules based
on the findings are being made available
to the whole broadcasting industry. They
will also be used in college courses
including the National Film and TV School.

The first postgraduate Current Issues in Sign Language, Deafness and
Cognition Conference (CISLDC) brought together 80 speakers and delegates
from as far afield as Turkey, Iceland, China and Brazil at University College
London (UCL)

Zed Sevcikova/DCAL

A free hearing check:

Hearing Times

Participants discuss issues during a break at
the postgraduate conference

DCAL Director, Professor
Bencie
Woll commented, “This was a seminal
-and an exciting event for all working with
sign language, deafness and cognition,
showcasing the work of new young
researchers joining the field. Research
areas included linguistics, psycholinguistics,
neuroscience, language documentation,
interpreting, typology, literacy, bilingualism,
atypical language development and language
assessment.
“Although aimed at postgraduate students
it attracted well-known senior research
colleagues including Dr Onno Crasborn
and Dr Ellen Ormel. Importantly it was also
well attended by language professionals
who work with deaf people. The rich mix
of participants provided an energetic and
supportive environment in which researchers
could get feedback on their work, as well as
comments on how to present to an academic
audience.”
The conference organising committee,
beat competition from other UK universities to
win funding for the event: a grant awarded by
the Linguistics Association of Great Britain,
which is the leading professional association
for academic linguists in Great Britain (www.
lagb.org.uk/, 2011).
The full programme can be found on the
CISLDC 2011 website www.ucl.ac.uk/
psychlangsci/cisldc2011

The recent Widex study, the first
into speech intelligibility on TV
has revealed that 71% of UK adults
cannot always hear clearly what is
being said

The full report can be found on the Widex
website: www.widex.co.uk
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Minister to telecoms providers:
take action on VRS or
Government will intervene
The campaign for Video Relay Service
(VRS) for the Deaf community made a when
Communications Minister Ed Vaizey called
on telecommunications providers to come
up with a solution to provide VRS, or face
Government intervention.
Speaking on the flagship BBC programme
for Deaf and hard or hearing viewers, See
Hear, Mr Vaizey warned, “I’ve said to the
operators, if you want a system that works
for you that is cost effective but provides
opportunities for the Deaf community, come
to the table with your own solutions[…]if they
don’t come to the table with that solution,
then I’m afraid, Government, through Ofcom,
will impose a solution on them.”
VRS Today!, which has been campaigning
for universal VRS, agrees the best way
forward is for the telecoms companies, VRS
providers, and Deaf charities to come up
with a solution together, with the telecoms
providers taking a leading role.
Mr Vaizey added, “I hope that the telcos
[…] and the deaf charities that were there [at
the recent ministerial roundtable on VRS],
having made contact, will then go away
and talk amongst themselves about ways
forward. That really for me would be the ideal
way to take this process forward.”
At a roundtable in October, Mr Vaizey met
with Ofcom, VRS providers, Deaf charities
and telecommunications providers to talk
about how to implement VRS, in light of a
recent Ofcom consultation on the issue. In
July, Ofcom proposed introducing a restricted
VRS service which would be available for
only 30 minutes per month for every user,
and only during work hours. This proposal
was criticised by the Deaf community, and
was widely rejected in responses to the
consultation.

News
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Product review - the highs and lows of gadgets & gizmos
HD65 TV Headphones
Juliet England
Despite subtitles, which are hardly the
best medium for conveying the subtleties
of music anyway, TV and audio remain
troublesome for many of us with less than
perfect hearing, given that it’s almost
impossible to turn up the volume without
irritating someone.
Although a range of listening devices is
available, some of them can be a little hard
to set up.

Unlike those annoying tinny
things you are subjected to on
the bus, you can listen at the
volume you need without causing
a disturbance to other people
Now the HD 65 TV headphones from
Sennheiser and marketed by Action on
Hearing Loss offer one alternative.
It seems that super-sized headphones
have become an essential fashion
accessory for walking around these days.
You may not be able to do that with this
product, but I did find them smart-looking,
lightweight, compact and comfortable to
wear. You can adjust the headband, which
is padded so you can have these phones on
for longer almost without noticing you are
wearing them.
The closed design of this product means
that, unlike those annoying tinny things you
are subjected to on the bus, you can listen
at the volume you need without causing a
disturbance to other people with leaking
sound.

Another feature is that, depending on the
nature of your hearing loss, you can adjust
the volume for each ear separately, not
something I’d come across on any similar
product before.
The volume control is fitted into the
extension lead, so it’s quite handily placed,
and works by sliding buttons up and down.
You can also clip the control on to your
clothes, if the fancy takes you.
The HD 65 Headphones come supplied
with a lead which is more than 6m long. You
may or may not want this trailing across
your living room floor. But this product does
give you plenty of room for manoeuvre,
although it’s obviously not quite as mobile as
a listening device you can walk around the
house with entirely wire free, nor, to be fair,
was it designed to be so.
What really sets the HD 65 apart is the
quality and clarity of sound you get. Even
my battered old radio which I was given
as a student over 20 years ago was made
to sound as though I was sitting in a radio
studio or concert hall listening to a private
performance in glorious stereo and complete
with balance control. Seemed to work great
with the computer, too.
It was a tiny bit hard to read the ‘L’ and
‘R’ letters on each side of the headset, but I
think that just goes to show how hard it is to
find much fault with this item.
The HD 65 could come as a relief to
anyone who lives near or with you as well as

allowing you to rediscover the delights of a
Rachmaninoff Prelude or the Corrie theme
tune.
Another bonus is that you become
delightfully enveloped in your own cosy little
audio cocoon, with the perfect excuse to
pretend you haven’t heard the postman/your
partner nagging you to start the washing
up/someone phoning to offer you carbon
credits.
Priced at £50, including VAT, this product
doesn’t seem outrageously expensive.

Want your product
reviewed here?
email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
Advertisement
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Signature’s Communication Champions
Glitz, glamour and fine dining were the order of the day last month at Signature’s third annual awards evening, which celebrated achievement in
communications across the deaf community in style, while also raising awareness of the issues involved in the wider community.   
Juliet England
Organisers Signature, which provides accredited BSL qualifications, turns 30 next year. On
the night, Chief Executive Jim Edwards addressed dozens of nominees and their guests at
plush central London venue Plaisterers’ Hall.
He said, “Like anyone approaching a significant birthday, we have the chance to reflect on
the past and prepare for the future. The world is very different to the one we started out in,
with more rights protected by law. But there is still more to be done. Deaf people are more
likely to be out of work, while GCSE results for hearing impaired youngsters are half as
good as those of their hearing counterparts.
“There are thousands of deaf people whose communication should be improved, with
different skills like lipspeaking, speech to text reporting and note-taking. And text phone
communications need to be improved so those who can’t hear can speak on the telephone
in the same way hearing people take for granted.”
The emphasis, however, was on celebration, with Signature’s Director of Communications
Paul Parsons praising, “the hard work and real stories behind each of the 42 nominations.
With standards of the nominations so high, making the shortlist was an achievement in
itself. We salute you, and, while there are still challenges ahead, we are confident that
together we can achieve a society in which deaf and deafblind people have full access.”

Award for Organisational Achievement

Jane Shaw of Action for Deafness was on hand to
present the award for Organisational Achievement,
whose strong shortlist included Hearing Dogs for Deaf
People, Islington Council and the London borough’s
Sign Language Interpreting Service, and Significan’t.
The award, however, went to STAGETEXT. It was a
double celebration for the organisation, which provides
subtitling and captioning in theatres and other settings. (It
gives access to more than 500 captioned performances
a year across the UK.) Co-founder Peter Pullan was
receiving an MBE for services to deaf, deafened and
hard of hearing people on the very same day.
Merfyn Williams, another co-founder, received the award on behalf of the charity and said:
“We are delighted to win this award. It would not have been possible without the commitment
of a dedicated board of trustees, an energetic staff team, hundreds of theatres who care
about their audiences, and the thousands of caption users, who continue to lobby for better
access to cultural events.”
The award was dedicated to co-founder Geoff Brown, who died this year, and without whom,
stressed Williams, STAGETEXT could not have been born.

Young Learner of the Year
Sponsored by Legal and General, this award was
presented by Sarah Haynes, Chair of the Association
of Sign Language Interpreters. The impressive field
of candidates included Sanders Draper School’s Ellie
Freeman, Katie Nicholson, who learnt through [sonus],
and Harrie Towndrow, of Heathlands School’s BSL
Centre.
But the award went to profoundly deaf Peterborough
teenager Tara-Eve Forkin, who achieved level 3 BSL
while studying for 11 GCSEs. One of the youngest to
achieve this qualification, she is now studying for A-levels in Drama, Medical Science and
Product Design, and aims to forge a career in science.
Tara, who had a cochlear implant aged three, said: “I want to pay tribute to my teacher for the
deaf, Teresa Quail, and BSL tutor Michael Coldman. They were both exceptional. It just feels
so amazing to win this award.”

Communication Professional of the Year
This award, sponsored by NRCPD, the National Register
of Communication Professionals working with Deaf and
Deafblind People, was presented by the organisation’s chair,
Huw Vaughan Thomas. Catherine White, Ann McAllister, and
Jules Dickinson were all outstanding nominees, but the award
went to Jean Gough.
The former BBC subtitler of programmes including live BBC
news reports and Big Brother is a Speech to Text Reporter
(STTR) who has worked across the UK and Europe. She
works in a variety of social and work situations transferring
speech into a text format.
Thanks largely to her commitment, this autumn saw the first new entrants to the STTR register
in over three years, creating an expanded resource for deaf people to use.
Jim Edwards paid tribute to Gough’s, “clear passion for her profession and the support she
has shown to the deaf community. She has time and time again proven her determination in
making a difference to the lives of deaf people, and this level of dedication really made her
stand out as a worthy winner.”

Teacher of the Year

Teachers who inspire confidence, show patience and a true understanding of their learners
were celebrated with this award, which recognised the efforts of teachers who have improved
access for deaf and hearing learners, expanded provision and achieved outstanding results.

Presenting the award, BDA Chief Executive David Buxton
said: “It’s hard to think of a more important role than teachers,
if we are to achieve a society in which deaf and deafblind
people have full access.” Pausing before announcing the
winner, he joked: “I can’t hear whether there’s any X Factor
style music going on!”
Amanda Smith was chosen from 12 strong candidates. The
York-based sign language teacher, herself profoundly deaf,
teaches BSL Levels 1 and 2 at York St John University, where
she is a teaching fellow, and was nominated by her students,
whose pass rate this year was a hundred per cent.
Outside the classroom, Amanda also strives to improve deaf
students’ social life. Bringing together BSL users from the
university and the town, she established the York St John Sign Café.
Jim Edwards said: “It is so pleasing to see a teacher who can inspire such confidence
in her students, and Amanda really deserves this recognition for her excellent work. Her
commitment to excellence in the classroom and dedication to improving her own knowledge
through research has had an incredibly positive impact on her students.”

Centre of the Year
Signature Trustee Hilary MaxwellHyslop presented this award, for
which there were four nominees,
including Grantham College, Sign
and be ‘Heard’, and the City Lit
Centre for Deaf Education.
The award went to Philip Morant
School, a Colchester-based state
secondary attended by 1650
students, including 16 deaf pupils
who are fully integrated and
supported. The school also works
hard to include the wider community in deaf awareness and support, including parents, staff,
hearing friends and the police.
Sally-Anne Turnbull, the school’s Head of Resource Base for Hearing Impaired Students, and
Educational Communicator and Centre Co-Ordinator Bridget Wright pick up the award.
Turnbull, fresh from texting her head teacher to share the good news, said: “This is fantastic
– a huge surprise! The real winners are the pupils, of course. But this will give us greater
strength to keeping going forwards with what we do, and a greater sense of conviction that
we are right in what we are doing.”

Learner of the Year

This was another hotly contested field, with 10 nominees
from among the 15,000 people who last year decided to
study for a Signature qualification.
This award recognised the passion of those who then took
their learning out of the classroom to make a difference
at the heart of their communities. Presenting the honour,
Evan Williams of the Association of Colleges said: “I am
just relieved I didn’t have to do any of the judging for this
one!”
In the event, the gong went to Lesley Bellew, a full-time
foster mum from Newport, who learned sign language to
communicate with her four year foster daughter Jess, who
is profoundly deaf and now attends mainstream school.
Lesley has cared for Jess for three years, and been a foster mum for five, looking after around
20 children in all.
Speaking after the awards, she told Hearing Times: “I’m so surprised – shocked! I didn’t find
it easy learning sign language, but you do it to be able to communicate with your child. The
real reward has been seeing Jess come on so brilliantly.”

Community Spirit Award

This award recognised commitment to transforming
people’s lives for the better in their communities, and
was sponsored by Legal & General. The company’s
Adrian Clark said the business was “exceptionally
proud” to be associated with the award, and that any
one of the four candidates would have been a worthy
recipient.
Up for the honour were Rosemary Morgan, Deafvision’s
Balloon Project, and Rodney Dawson of Scottish Deaf
Mountain Trail and Biking.
In the event it was won by the Remark! Community of south east London, which works to help
the deaf with advocacy support, regular events at a lunch club for older people, and investing
in play schemes for deaf and hard of hearing children.
The organisation’s founder Jonny Nelson, himself deaf since birth, said: “We work to provide
opportunities for every generation in the deaf community, to socialise together, make friends
and stay connected with society. I am just so pleased to receive this award, and looking
forward to the future: we want to introduce a new befriending service.”
continued on page 7
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Deafinitely Girly’s 12 days of Christmas
On the first day of Christmas my deafness
gave to me…
…a security guard grabbing my arm. Yes,
it’s that time of year where store people
are so busy they forget to deactivate the
security tags. Cue me, waltzing out of
shops oblivious to the alarms going off
and being hastily pursued by a man in
uniform.
On the second day of Christmas my
deafness gave to me…
…the Top Table online restaurant booking
system. Not a phone call to be heard
when organising all my Christmas catchups as I coordinate the whole thing from
the comfort of my computer.
On the third day of Christmas my
deafness gave to me…
…Stagetext captioned theatre. The
marvelous peeps at stagetext.org make
the festive season even better with a whole
host of things you can see with subtitles.
Shows for December include Snow Queen
and Aladdin.
On the fourth day of Christmas my
deafness gave to me…
…an iPhone 4S with FaceTime. Well a girl
can dream can’t she? And drop massive
hints in Hearing Times.
On the fifth day of Christmas my deafness
gave to me…
…FIVE GOOOOO-OOOLLD RINGS. Oh
OK, it didn’t, but what rendition of this
classic song would be complete without
those glinting bands of precious metal?
On the sixth day of Christmas my
deafness gave to me…
…Good King Wensless Last Looked
Out – and a whole host of other misheard
carol words that I’ve been singing over
the years.

On the seventh day of Christmas my
deafness gave to me…
…the chaos of the dining room table. My
family crowded around it every year, all
having a million different conversations
over each other, means I rarely have a
clue what’s going on. Pass the wine!
On the eighth day of Christmas my
deafness gave to me…
…a lie in? Please let me have one of
those this year instead of a 5am wake-up
pat on the face from my cat demanding
breakfast – he knows his meows are
wasted on me!
On the ninth day of Christmas my
deafness gave to me…
…unlimited text messages from O2.
The Simplicity tariff gives me these as
standard, so I can text glad tidings to my
heart’s content without breaking the bank.
On the tenth day of Christmas my
deafness gave to me…
…hearing aids in the dishwasher. Yes,
this actually did happen one year when
they got overzealously cleared away with
the mass of cutlery after Christmas dinner.
Not even a night in the airing cupboard
brought them back to life.
On the eleventh day of Christmas my
deafness gave to me…
…a Cliff Richard festive single. It’s no
secret that I have often tried to blame my
cheesy taste in music on my deafness
and that’s my story, so I’m sticking to it.
On the twelfth day of Christmas my
deafness gave to me…
…a kiss under the mistletoe?! Well let’s
hope so.
Read my column on page 10!

Read the latest issue online for FREE
Just subscribe using your email address and the password online

www.hearingtimes.co.uk
Signature Awards
continued from page 6

Joseph Maitland Robinson Award for Outstanding Contribution
Since 1989, Signature has presented this
award, made in memory of a benefactor,
to someone who has made a unique
contribution to improving communication. The
honour recognises and celebrates passion,
commitment, service provision, awareness
raising or campaigning efforts.

This year’s award went to Clark Denmark,
born deaf into a deaf family. He helped
develop Durham University’s groundbreaking
sign language training course, and has also
served as Director of Education and Training
at the British Deaf Association, and at Bristol University’s Centre for Deaf Studies. In 2007, he
joined the University of Central Lancashire’s BSL and Deaf Studies Team, where he continues
to be a key player in teaching and research.
Clark described receiving this special award as “an absolute privilege”, telling the audience:
“The real winners are you. I am truly surprised at this honour – I was only a small cog in the
wheels of change. You are the next generation, and will keep that wheel rolling on.”
A video tribute was shown, with friends and colleagues variously describing him as “core to
the deaf community”, “someone who leave behind a sparkle wherever he goes” and, simply,
“I divide my life into BC and AD – Before Clark and After Denmark!”
The film also showed a clip of Clark teaching Princess Diana how to sign in Durham, an
event which at the time was seen as crucial in raising BSL’s profile. After the ceremony he
downplayed the role he has played over the last 30 years, while adding that he is still pursuing
his greatest dream – to see a GCSE in BSL on the school curriculum.

My name
is Matthew
Munson and I
am hearing.
I decided to
learn BSL and
am writing
my monthly
column about
how I get on...

lost the fear of looking foolish – because I
know I’m trying. Worst case scenario, I’m
quite good at finger spelling, so I’ll spell the
word out.
I think that’s part of it – as a hearing
person with no engagement with the Deaf
community before my current job, I was
terrified of looking a fool ... and, on a more
fundamental level, I was treating Deaf
people as almost a separate group of
people, without understanding that I could
engage with just a bit of effort.

BSL is a fantastic language to learn but I’m Deaf Awareness is vitally important, and
eager to learn more about Deaf Culture and it needs to start from a young age – with
become more Deaf aware as I go.
schools right at the centre. I recently read
that Signature are looking to introduce a
Before I started learning sign, I wasn’t Deaf BSL GCSE, and I think this is a brilliant
aware; I didn’t have any Deaf friends or
concept.
family and hadn’t really given the subject
much thought, I wasn’t ever sure how to
With over 70,000 Deaf people using BSL as
effectively communicate with Deaf people – their first language, it would not only give
clearly a common sense approach was best, them the opportunity to get a qualification in
but a lot of hearing people are the same. A their language should they choose, but also
lot of the time, we just don’t think.
allow hearing students to study it as well,
opening up knowledge and awareness at a
For me, what has helped raise my
far younger age.
awareness has been my BSL classes,
because they’ve opened the doors to so
I’m something of an advocate for the
many possibilities.
language amongst my hearing friends and
relatives. Almost without them realising it,
I gained so much confidence at just Level
I’ve begun teaching them a few basic signs.
One stage – to make friends within the local Every group of friends, have their own “in
Deaf community, go to Deaf pubs, and just jokes”, and I’ve started translating ours
to communicate with people. It also made
into sign – and some of my friends now
me recognise that I wanted to continue
recognise them and reply.
learning the language, because I would
have felt too limited – and it was opening my It may seem like a small thing, but if it
eyes to a world I’d not encountered before. increases that awareness, then more in-joke
translation is clearly in order!
I’m not a fluent signer, or at least I don’t
Find out more about Matthew at
consider myself to be. I’m four weeks into
Level 2, so I’ve got a long way to go, but I’ve www.vikingbay.blogspot.com
Advertisement
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Access to the Arts: a personal view

But unless (and it’s a rarity) we’re off
to see the ballet, catch some obscure
foreign sub-titled movie, a sur-titled opera
or a captioned stage show, the event is far
likelier to be a social occasion than a cultural
experience. (Often, the interval drink or the
post-movie pub visits are the evening’s true
highlights.)
Plays and movies are the hardest to
sit through when you’re not sure what’s
happening, with sub-titled films few and far
between. I have only ever seen one, George
Clooney flick Up in the Air, and clearly
recall the joy, not only of catching Gorgeous
George in all his glory but also every word
he uttered, without the stress of straining for
every syllable.
But my local cinema tends to schedule
subtitled movies at times of the week
I scarcely knew existed, like Sunday
breakfast time. They make half-hearted
attempts with listening devices and loops,
but these are of limited help. Throw in voiceovers and some Hollywood drawls and I am
done for.
I remember going to see the brilliant
movie Hunger and missing every word of
a key scene between Bobby Sands and
the chaplain in the Maze prison. Instead, I
focused on the smoke swirling around the
pair as they talked. More recently, watching

Contagion, I probably heard about a tenth
of it.
And few things are more designed to
make those of us with ears of cloth feel
utterly adrift than an auditorium packed
with people laughing their heads off while
the (clearly hilarious) joke in question has
completely passed you by.
Just as frustrating are the partly subtitled pictures, like Slumdog Millionaire or
Life in a Day. You’re fine for a tantalising
few minutes, and then plunged back into
confusion. It’s like being on a game show
and having the prize dangled in front of you
with the host beaming: “Here’s what you
could have won!”
People routinely have to explain the plot
to me after the credits have rolled, or explain
the relationship between characters. The
best I can hope for is to catch the gist of a
story. I emerged from One Day a snivelling
wreck, for example, so clearly had caught
something of that one, if not all the dialogue
or Anne Hathaway’s famously bad Yorkshire
accent.
Plays are not much better. Unless I’ve
read the script, I’m stuffed. A couple of years
back, I was in London’s Comedy Theatre
craning to see Keira Knightley and Damian
Lewis in The Misanthrope. As the words flew
over the top of my head, unheard, all I could
think was “I’ve paid 50 quid to not hear this.”
I had even read the text but so much had
been changed I was completely adrift.
This spring I went to see Dr Faustus in
Oxford, taking my A-level copy that hadn’t

seen the light of day for nearly quarter of a
century, and scrabbled through the pages
trying to follow it, but it was hopeless.

Express Yourself 2012, the creative
writing competition for people with an
interest in deafblindness, has been
launched by the deafblind charity
Sense.

Captioned performances are wonderfully
stress-busting, but, again, there are not
enough of them.

Sense is inviting budding writers,
deafblind people, their families
and anyone who has an interest in
deafblindness to send in their work.
Entries are welcome in any style or
genre, from life stories to thrillers,
poetry to comedies.

Don’t get me started on stand-up
comics. You might get one joke in 10, which
you have to store away, a little nugget of
gold, to treasure and make up for the nine
you’ve missed.
How I have ever written a coherent
review of any production, I’ll never know. I
suspect it’s a combination of blagging and
Googling.

There will be four awards for the best
piece of writing by: a deafblind child or
young person; a deafblind adult
a carer or family member (including
siblings and grandparents);
any individual on the subject of
deafblindness.

As for music, I’ve often turned to
someone to say “Why didn’t they play
that one?” only to be told that, er, they
just did. An abiding memory of last year’s
Glastonbury is being so desperate not to
miss West End Girls in the Pet Shop Boys’
set I nearly burst. It was the last number
they played. And as those first distinctive
beats of the song filled the midsummer air, I
became quite demented with relief.

All those shortlisted will attend a
prestigious awards ceremony in spring
2012 where their piece will be read to
an invited audience. An eminent figure
from the literary world will chair the
event and present £150 to each of the
four winners.

So you do get the odd flash of
enjoyment. And none of the above means
I’m planning on giving up attending things
any time soon.

In previous years, this event has proved
moving and powerful, and has received
national media coverage.

What do you think?

The closing date for entries is 12
January 2012. For further details visit
www.sense.org.uk/ExpressYourself or
email colin.anderson@sense.org.uk

Have your say:
email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
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Calling all creative
writers for a
national competition

Juliet England
The email pings into my Inbox, or the
mobile jerks into life with a text message.
The girls are off to the theatre or cinema –
do I fancy joining them? Why, of course I
do. Invariably, I reply quickly, asking them to
count me in.

Hearing Times

-News and reviews from the world of D/deaf Publishing

Action Deafness Books…don’t they know? There’s no such thing as a Gruffalo…
Lauren Metcalfe, manager of Action Deafness Books said “It’s fantastic to
work with an esteemed author like Julia, who has her own experiences of
hearing loss. We feel it’s important for deaf and hard of hearing children
to be able to read books in which there are characters they can identify
with and have access to events in BSL, if that’s their first or preferred
language”.
Julia added “It’s always gratifying to identify with someone in a story and
say “They’re just like me!” That’s what we all do. I’ve met deaf children
who absolutely love it when they notice that someone in a picture book is
wearing a hearing aid”.
Over 500 free tickets to this greatly anticipated event were allocated to
deaf and hearing families who made their way to Leicester University on
Saturday 12th November to meet Bessie Belle and other characters from
Julia’s books, along with a guest appearance by the Gruffalo himself!
After the hour long performance, the families had the opportunity to meet
Julia and have copies of her books signed.
Julia Donaldson, Action Deafness CEO Craig Crowley, and young friends meet the Gruffalo.

Award winning author and Children’s Laureate, Julia Donaldson came to
Leicester to perform songs and stories from her much-loved children’s books,
with lots of help from Action Deafness Books and the audience!
Working in collaboration with the University of Leicester, Action Deafness
Books hosted Julia as part of the Literary Leicester festival held by the
University annually.
Each Year Action Deafness Books introduces a well-known author to the
festival and provides British Sign Language interpreting to ensure the event is
accessible to Deaf children and families.
The performance featured a number of characters, one of whom is Bessie
Belle, a hard of hearing fairy. Julia explained “I had the idea of a fairy
muddling up wishes but couldn’t work out how to develop the story. Then one
of my sons said, “Mum, couldn’t the fairy be deaf?” That really appealed to me
because I myself wear hearing aids. I saw it as an opportunity to draw
attention-in a light-hearted way–to the responsibilities of people with good
hearing to those with less good hearing”.

Action Deafness Books manager Lauren Metcalfe with the Gruffalo

@actiondeafbooks

Specialist book store and publisher of D/deaf resources
Tel: 0844 593 8440
Fax: 0844 593 8441

Email: adbooks@actiondeafness.org.uk
Web: www.actiondeafnessbooks.org.uk
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Interact at The RA: Lipspeaking and BSL Events
The Royal Academy of Arts is world famous for its art exhibitions; in particular
it’s Summer Exhibition. This year, they have arranged a host of lipspeaking
and BSL talks and events, facilitated by the Access Officer, Kate Horbury.
Lizzie Ward
Through these tours and events, deaf and
hard of hearing people can access different
perspectives on current and permanent
exhibitions, which also include access at
events such as InPerson, a late Friday night
opportunity to create an ultraviolet mobile
installation with artist Jonathan Huxley, as
well as the opportunity to participate in a
drumming session with Master Drummer
Henry Gaobi. Workshops are an opportunity
to let your hair down and try your hand at
unusual creative projects. With BSL and
lipspeaking support provided, these events
are fully accessible for deaf and hard of
hearing people.
The gallery tours begin with a talk before
the exhibition. They are held in The John
Madejski Fine Rooms, a beautiful wooden
floored room scattered with art canvases on
the wall. When I arrived, we were ushered in
and served a choice of complimentary drinks
– red or white wine, fruit juice or water. The
atmosphere was relaxed, and we had the
opportunity to mingle with other attendees
before and after the talks. Being a deaf event,
naturally there was a sense of bonhomie: the
social aspect was very important!
The first exhibition I went to see was BSL
interpreted by Jon Wilson, for Eyewitness:
Hungarian Photography in the 20th Century.
He clicked through a slide show with some
of the photos whilst explaining the history of
Hungarian photography, the techniques they
used and how the photographs connected
and related to each other.
His talks are extremely interesting – at the
photography exhibition the audience had a
lot of fun and explained their reactions to the

photographs, as well as asking questions.
This interactive aspect allows the audience
to discuss and see the art through different
eyes. After the talks, the audience are free to
visit the exhibitions at their own pace.
The lipspeaking talks are no less social,
with people discussing their responses to the
art and meeting new or old friends. It is worth
arriving early to make sure you sit where
you can see the lipspeaker. The Summer
Exhibition this year was a riot of many different
images; it was fascinating to get two different
takes on the same exhibition by going to both
the lipspeaking and BSL talk. Sometimes,
the lipspeaking talk is accompanied by SSE,
so if you want two different responses to the
same exhibition, it is worth seeing both. For
larger displays, there are often two BSL talks
by different people.
The gallery talks are £3 for a deaf or hard
of hearing person and hearing companions
are free. The tickets can be booked online or
over the phone or you can download a PDF or
Word booking form. Visit the website at www.
royalacademy.org.uk/ for more information,
by searching for BSL and lipspeaking talks.

London Deaf Drama Group’s 25th Anniversary
The London Deaf Drama Group, one of London’s premier performing Deaf
Theatre troupes, are celebrating their 25th Anniversary this year.
Lizzie Ward
LDDG began when three deaf men,
Stanley Stevens, Alex Cranwell and Colyn
Walden got together in January 1986. Their
shared love of performance led them to
enter the ‘World Theatre Festival’ in Spain,
a chance for deaf actors and actresses to
perform in Barcelona. On their return, they
performed in London – and thus the LDDG
was born. Since 1986, LDDG has grown
into a successful group of talented actors,
actresses and writers, putting on plays that
inspire and delight audiences.
London Deaf Drama Group operates on
a voluntary basis. The cast, set designer,
writers and committee members all pour their
time and effort into creating performances for
the sheer love of theatre. They collaborate
with professionals, artistically and behind the
scenes – for example, this year they have a
talented stage manager on board who has
offered her time free of charge. The money
from performances is used for the running
costs of projects; they are not a theatre
company nor do they receive sponsorship.
At the moment, LDDG have a core group
but they want to encourage more people
to get involved. Although it is voluntary, the
rewards are great – a chance to perform, get
involved with set design, production, publicity
and marketing and other aspects of running
a theatre group. They would love anyone
who is interested in getting involved to get in
touch with them, including your CV. You can
get in touch via email at info@lddg.org.uk if
you are outer London based and Deaf.
LDDG are different to other Deaf theatre
companies as they put a Deaf ‘twist’ on
their performances, using Deaf cultural

Conversor provides deaf schools
in India with assistive technology

humour and performing the plays from a
Deaf perspective. This means that their
plays are produced by Deaf people for Deaf
people – as opposed to taking a written play
and translating it into BSL. Julian PeedleCalloo, the Chair of LDDG commented, “The
Wizard of DeafOz has Dorothy wearing red
gloves rather than red shoes...and without
giving too much away she is escaping Oz for
another reason - which if you come to one
the performances you will see why. We pride
ourselves in performing all our plays in BSL,
we also have a voiced-over performance
for whoever may need it and this is done by
voluntary interpreters.”
For their 25th Anniversary, LDDG have
collaborated with Nick Sturley, a professional
writer and author. He has written two plays for
LDDG, the first being Sherlock Holmes and
the Case of the Missing Father Christmas,
and the forthcoming performance of The
Wizard of Deafoz in early December, which
promises to be a brilliant and witty spin on
the classic tale of The Wizard of Oz. They are
also having a special anniversary cake made
which they will be sharing with the audience;
they appreciate your support and want to
celebrate in style!
Tickets are selling fast book now at www.lddg.org.uk

Easy listening at an unbeatable price

Conversor special Christmas offer
from Action on Hearing Loss

Woking-based company Conversor Limited has completed the first
phase of a government contract for disability schools
Each disability school is being provided
with a new computer room fully equipped
for hearing impaired and blind pupils, as
well as those with dyslexia and physical
disabilities. Conversor will supply several
hundred schools across India with the
Conversor Pro Multipack FM system for
the hearing impaired.
Over the next five years further disability
enabled computer rooms are expected to
be rolled out to mainstream schools in
parallel with the disability schools.
Conversor Pro is an FM assistive
listening device which comprises a
transmitter/microphone used by the
speaker or teacher, and a neck-worn
receiver for a pupil using either a hearing
aid or a set of headphones or earbuds.
Conversor Pro can be used in
one-to-one situations or in group and
classroom environments.
The Conversor Pro microphone is
directional and therefore only picks up
the speakers voice, sending a clear signal
directly to the pupil.
Background noise and intervening
noise in the classroom typically exceed
75dB. These noises are dramatically
reduced by using the Conversor Pro
microphone, enabling clear reception and
comprehension by the pupils.
FM systems have a proven track record
in the classroom and this endorsement by
the Indian Government speaks highly of
the Conversor Pro.
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 Focus
Conversor Pro focuses on the sound you want
to listen to, amplifies it and sends the signal
straight to your hearing aid (or headphones)
 Background noise
Conversor Pro reduces the unwanted
background noise and peripheral sound
 Wireless transmission
The transmitter sends the amplified sound
source to the hearing aid wearer with clarity up
to 50 metres indoors
 Flexible use
For busy noisy environments such as a family
party; for relaxed one to one conversations; and
while watching the TV or listening to the radio.

Sound quality is vital in the classroom

Conversor Pro was launched in 2009
as a successor to the Conversor F3 model.
Significant improvements have been made
to the sound quality, an essential ingredient
for better understanding in the classroom.
The Conversor Pro is programmable,
easier to use and has been restyled in a
new ergonomic shape.
Jeremy
Brassington,
Conversor’s
Managing Director, said “We are
delighted to support India’s programme of
computerisation in schools which provides
for the inclusion of the deaf and hard of
hearing communities through the use of
our assistive listening systems.
“Although both economic growth and
population are growing at a fast rate, we
need to understand that high levels of
poverty will limit the use of these devices
unless manufacturers can deliver value for
money solutions to meet everyday needs.
We hope to work with our partners in India
to provide such solutions”.

Send to: Action on Hearing Loss
FREEPOST, 1 Haddonbrook Business Centre,
Fallodan Road, Peterborough PE2 6XH

Order form
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Caring for the hearing sibling of a deaf child
Especially if the discovery of your child’s hearing difficulty is a fresh one, it can be easy to underestimate the impact
of deafness on a brother or sister who is hearing, and on family life generally
Juliet England

Well, aside from a rather amazing
holiday in New York – you can read all
about it on my day blog – I’ve also been
doing lots of other fun stuff this month,
including seeing Roxette perform at
Wembley Arena with Jenny M.
On their first tour for 15 years, the
Swedish duo did not disappoint, belting
out all the classics such as Joyride and
Must Have Been Love to a dancing
group of 12,500 30-somethings.
Now, Jenny M and I have been friends
for 20 years and during that time we
have shared many a music obsession,
from Kylie to Michael Learns To Rock.
Yes, we had exemplary taste in music!
Back then, unless the song words were
printed in the cassette sleeves, there
were very few ways of finding them out.
There was speed notetaking to subtitled
Top Of The Pops, buying Smash Hits, or
Jenny M.
I discovered the delights of Jenny
M’s lyric translation abilities on a trip
to Warwick Castle. There we were
crammed in the back of Pa’s Volvo, Naf
Naf jumpers and ankle trainers on, and
scrunchies in our hair, listening to our
favourite single of the moment – I Swear
by All-4-One.
I loved this song, so much so that I
once filled an entire 90-minute cassette
tape with it over and over again – I
was strange even then – but I was so
frustrated that day that I couldn’t hear the
lyrics. So Jenny M signed them to me –
David Armand style.
To this day, I have never forgotten them
and indeed her hilarious interpretation
with insanely fabulous gestures and
facial expressions.
Since then, modern technology has
meant that Jenny M no longer has to do
interpretive dance to help me understand
song words… until Tuesday night at
Roxette that is, when a classic song
began that for some reason I had never
learnt the lyrics to.
‘I don’t know the words to this,’ I yelled at
her and her face broke into a big grin.
And right there, in Wembley, in front
of 12,500 people, Jenny M began her
unique sign-language interpretation
of Sleeping In My Car, much to the
amusement of the fans in our near
vicinity.
That night I came away feeling incredibly
lucky for two reasons. The first one
being that I had finally seen Roxette
live, almost 20 years after I first became
a fan, and the second one that I have
such a marvelous friend in Jenny M – the
incredibly song word signer.

www.deafinitelygirly.com

In the rush to come to terms with all the
emotional and psychological implications of
a new diagnosis, it’s important not to forget
the needs of any brothers and sisters who
can hear. After all, if one child is unhappy, it
invariably affects all the other children in the
family.
The National Deaf Children’s Society
(NDCS) reports that its consultations
through focus groups and surveys have
shown that many brothers and sisters
of deaf youngsters are keen to be kept
informed about what is happening with
hospital appointments, and to learn as much
as possible about what deafness means.
In particular, many older siblings
reported wishing they had been told more
sooner after the diagnosis, which they said
would have avoided some of the feelings of
resentment, isolation and anger that some
of them felt.
Of course, there are no hard and fast
rules about this sensitive area. What you
decide to tell your children, and when, is
something only you can decide. And every
sibling will have a different tale to tell about
how and when they first learnt about their
brother or sister’s deafness, and first began
to understand it properly.
The NDCS work also highlighted that
children younger than seven are probably
less able to understand the concept of
deafness, or to express what their sibling’s

hearing loss may mean to them.
Certainly for older children, it seems to
be good advice to encourage them not to
shy away from their feelings, or expressing
them.
These emotions can be quite strong, and
varied, from feeling cheated that they can’t
chatter away to their sibling to frustration
that they can’t explain the instructions to a
game, to anger at the bullying the brother or
sister has experienced in school. Some may
even feel jealous that the other child has a
hearing aid and they don’t!
Research has shown that those who
have been involved in decisions about their
deaf sibling, or understood the reasons for
family visits, felt far less left out than those
who were aware of what was going on.
So everything points to the value of
good, clear communication, talking to the
hearing sibling, dividing your time evenly
between all your children, and ensuring
they don’t feel left out or kept in the dark.
Remember, a diagnosis can be an upsetting
time for them as well.
Equally, many parents deal with the
situation by involving the hearing child and
getting them to help their hearing impaired
brother or sister in practical ways, explaining
how they can best communicate with their
sibling, or how to help them cross the road
clearly if they can’t hear traffic.

Case Study
David McNamara, 38, and wife Michelle,
39, have two young sons, Evan, 7 on
Christmas Day, who has a hearing loss,
and three year old Alec. The family lives
in Wakefield, West Yorkshire.
David, featured in last month’s issue
for his fundraising efforts running
hundreds of miles in support of deaf
children, said:
“When Alec was younger he wanted
hearing aids and would try and put them
in his ears, and he went through a stage
of trying to pull Evan’s out to get attention
or when they were fighting so we had to
install a ‘naughty step’ and classed Alec’s
touching of Evan’s hearing aids as a very
serious offence! He doesn’t seem to notice
any difference now, though, and they chat
away, although we are sure that Alec being
such a chatterbox has helped Evan’s
speech develop.
“We think the younger the better as far
as telling siblings. You could compare a
hearing aid to glasses for eyes. Alec came
with us to get Evan’s ear moulds, which
also helped. He also learned to sign, even
before he could speak! So they learned to
communicate at the same way, though at a
different pace.
“In a way it was easier having the deaf
child first, though we had got rather used
to being able to make a lot of noise!
“We’ve also tried to extend good deaf
awareness to cousins, friends and so on.”

Top Tips for Parents
•
•
•
•
•

Encourage good, deaf-friendly communication, including all the usual things like good eye contact and body language,
not covering your mouth and being sure lips are clearly visible.
Take time to explain to your hearing child what a hearing aid is and why their sibling needs it, in simple, easy-tounderstand terms.
Get the child to treat their deaf brother sister in the same way they would if there was no hearing loss
Encourage open discussion and expression of feelings. If any child feels unable to tell you how they feel, maybe they
would be happier writing it down? Get youngsters to think of a happy memory to get them through the times when they
are feeling upset.
Stress that the deaf child is not being rude if they don’t respond at once. They just haven’t heard

Success for first tinnitus self-help group information day
The British Tinnitus Association (BTA), the only UK charity dedicated to supporting those who experience tinnitus,
successfully hosted a free one-day event for all UK based tinnitus support groups at the Deaf Cultural Centre in Birmingham
The inaugural information day aimed to
inform and inspire people who either attend
or run existing tinnitus support groups.
The day also aimed to encourage others
to form a group if one currently does not exist
in their area. It was supported by the Big
Lottery Fund and was attended by more than
40 people who travelled from as far afield as
Northern Ireland, including group members,
sensory support workers and audiologists.
The BTA’s work with support groups is
part of its ‘Talking Tinnitus’ campaign which
aims to encourage people to talk about their
tinnitus experience and to seek help from
others who are also affected, for mutual
benefit.
Many find that attending a tinnitus
group can be an invaluable source of help
and support. They can often be a lifeline to
some, especially when members of their
family or friends are unable to relate to their
experience of tinnitus.
The event included three workshops.
Tony Kay, who runs Aintree Tinntius Support
Group and is an audiologist at Aintree
University Hospital, discussed how to start
a group; effective advertising and how to
recruit new members.

David Stockdale, BTA CEO, informed
the attendees how to involve local medical
professionals and source group speakers.
Members of the Birmingham & District
Tinnitus Group also spoke about Governance
and how to implement an effective committee.

Tinnitus groups can often
be a lifeline, especially when
members of their family or friends
are unable to relate to their
experience of tinnitus
Other
speakers
included
Helen
Goldsby-West, a fundraiser for the BTA;
Zoe Hiljemark of Marketing Matters, the
BTA’s integrated marketing agency; Chris
Fry, a solicitor at Unity Law; Don Ferran, a
consultant Otolaryngologist and John Phillips
a consultant ENT surgeon.
Issues covered included fundraising
within a group, maximising local PR
opportunities, plus legal and medical issues.
The event also included one-to-one
sessions, networking games and lunch was
provided.
David Stockdale, CEO of the BTA,
said, “We have given delegates relevant
information and tips on how to boost

membership and how to maximise the
potential of the groups, and we hope that the
event will lead to many more groups being
opened throughout the country to help more
people who experience tinnitus.”
Comments from delegates included, “A
really good mix of people and all the speakers
were approachable”, “An excellent first event,
good speakers and good facilities”, and “A
good effort, well worth repeating”.
A full list of existing tinnitus support
groups can be found at www.tinnitus.org.
uk/directory.
For more details about the BTA visit
www.tinnitus.org.uk or call 0114 250 9933
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An interview with...
Bridget Guy, Communications Champion
Bridget Guy is professional lead in speech and language therapy with
Swindon Borough Council. Her clinical specialism is working with deaf
children. Bridget talks to Sandra Miller about her career

Filmmaker William Mager has won a
top award for his creative excellence
and for building a more diverse Arts
and media industry for disabled
people
The Ability Media International award
(AMI) was presented at a glittering ceremony
in London Studios, attended by some of
the UK Arts industry’s most influential and
well respected players – including Downton
Abbey actor Dame Maggie Smith, children’s
TV pioneer Anna Home and filmmaker Mike
Leigh.

How did you train to be a speech and
language therapist?
Bridget: “I had an interest in linguistics and
my first degree was a BA in Linguistics and
Language Pathology from Reading University.
I later did an MSc in Human Communication:
Speech and Language Therapy at City
University which helped my work with
the deaf. I’ve now worked in speech and
language therapy for 26 years and with the
hearing impaired since 1996.”
What skills do you need for your job?
Bridget Guy giving one-to-one speech therapy
Bridget: “I think signing skills are useful. My
MSc required BSL Level 2 which I studied
locally. I was working with a group of deaf teenagers at the time and became quite confident
at signing.
Good communication skills are essential too. I’ve always been interested in communication
and how language works: analysing what is going wrong and finding a solution. There aren’t
packet solutions. There are trends of things that go wrong but we have to look at each
child’s problem individually and their inclination to do something about it.
Speech therapy has its own esoteric language too. It’s quite impenetrable for parents at
times. We often end up giving long-winded explanations to describe categories of sounds,
for example.
Communicating well with parents is important – different parents require different levels of
information. And with a multi-agency team, we need to be able to communicate well with
teachers and everyone involved with the child.”
How would you spend a typical working week?
Bridget: “I work full-time and earmark certain times during the week to spend with the deaf
children. Twice a week, I visit a primary school which has a specially resourced provision
for deaf children. I work with each child individually. I also visit other children in school or at
home. I have contact with about 17 children at present, from age two upwards.
Deaf adults sometimes come back to us when they feel a need – perhaps when they have a
child, for example. In total, I spend about a day and a half per week visiting deaf children in
the borough.
As Professional Lead for Children’s Speech and Language Therapy, I have an advisory role.
I also manage a group of ten speech therapists based at a centre for children with other
disabilities, such as autism.”
Has the newborn hearing screening had an impact on your job?
Bridget: “I think it has in a couple of ways. As a team, we do see the children much earlier.
Before the programme, I was seeing children aged three or four who had only just been
diagnosed. I think one of the biggest changes has been the increased numbers of younger
children receiving cochlear implants too.
There is now an expectation that these children will make more progress in an oral sense.
There is a wait-and-see element when children are fitted with implants. Some children with
implants acquire language in a normal way and don’t require speech therapy.”
What is the most challenging aspect of your job?
Bridget: “School premises can be quite challenging. It’s sometimes hard to find space and
you have to compromise on levels of noise. I can’t just walk into a school and expect a
room. We have to cope with distractions.”
What is the most rewarding aspect of your job?
Bridget: “Seeing a child achieve something – perhaps something that has been hard and
they can suddenly do it. I had a moment like that with a child quite recently.”

Hearing loss charity meets with Chinese
civil service to discuss deaf awareness
Action on Hearing Loss gave a special ‘masterclass’ on how organisations
can be more accessible to people with hearing loss to delegates from the
Chinese Civil Service.

The AMI awards, created by Leonard
Cheshire Disability in 2009, identify
outstanding creative projects that encourage
a more inclusive world people.
Heralded by the international panel of
judges as an ‘exciting and emerging directing
talent’ by the judges, Mager won the Future
Focus Award 2011. The BBC Producer and
Director, who is deaf, has written and directed
several short films including STILETTO,
DEAF MUGGER, HANDS SOLO and MY
SONG, shown at major international festivals
around the world, winning several awards.
Booker Prize-winning author Ben Okri
and Film London Manager and Creative
Board member, Jenny Cooper, will present
the award to Mager. William commented, “I’m
honoured to receive this award – it wouldn’t
have been possible without the help of the
BBC, Film London, the UK Film Council,
104 Films and the British Sign Language
Broadcasting Trust in making these short
films and dramas alongside some talented
writers and actors. This award will give me
the inspiration and motivation to continue
making more films in future!”
Jane
Jutsum,
Leonard
Cheshire
Disability Innovative Projects Director and
co-organiser of the AMI awards, commented,
“With his talent, energy, and diversity, William
Mager is making waves in the film industry.
Now extending his reach beyond short
filmmaking to longer dramatic work, Mager
is actively contributing to making British arts
and broadcasting industries of excellence
and greater diversity.”
The AMIs support the Ability Media
Centre. Set up by Leonard Cheshire
Disability, the centre gives disabled and
disadvantaged young people the training and
skills they need to meet the demands of the
media industries.
For further information visit
www.abilitymedia.org

The
Deaf
One...

...is saying Ta Ra

I’m sorry to say that this issue will
enclose my last column for Hearing Times.
I’m really sad to be wrapping it up but time
is skipping away from me.
I have absolutely loved having a place
to say my piece over the last two years
about Deaf current affairs with a little bit
of randomness thrown in, and I love what
Hearing Times stands for. But life is getting
in the way and I don’t feel that I am doing
this column justice.
My blog (www.thedeafone.co.uk) has
suffered tremendously over recent months,
having not blogged regularly for some time.
I really miss writing but my Photography
business and frankly, Family Life has taken
over.
I need to put more thinking space
into my family, freeing up precious time
and energy to make the most of life as
we know it. Instead of sitting with my pen
and notepad at The Big One’s swimming
lesson, I’m going to watch. Instead of
spending an hour at my desk, while The
Small One watches a Disney Princess
DVD, I’m going to watch it with her too.
I’m a very lucky to have the family I have,
now’s my time to recoup.
Last week, my hearing aid broke.
Unfortunately, it took about four days
before I was able to get over to Audiology
to get it fixed. For those four days, The Big
One, out of hours, became my interpreter.
I deliberately chose to go into town after
the school run, so she could be with me.
At first, I felt sad that at the grand old age
of thirty, I felt safer to have my five year
old daughter with me, than not. But then I
recollected my feelings, and felt a sense
of pride, at how well she deals with these
situations. It’s second nature to her, to help
me when I need it, she doesn’t see it as
hardship. She’s a bright little girl, who is
happy to help Mum and I love her more for
it. The Small One helps where she can,
learning new signs every day. The one
handed “I Love You”, is perhaps the cutest
thing ever coming from a two year old.
This is the family I’m cutting down my
work to spend more with. I am still planning
to write on the blog when I do have the
time though, so you can catch up with me
over there. Thank you for reading, thanks
for stopping by!
For more visit www.thedeafone.co.uk

Who can you trust with your hearing aids when
they need repairing?
www.hars.co.uk

Freephone: 08000 217721

HARS

hearing aid

We repair any make, any model, any problem!

There was much common ground as both
our countries work on this issue.
“The group were particularly impressed
with our Louder than Words best practice
charter mark, which we award to organisations
that demonstrate a commitment to improving
access and services to people who are deaf
or hard of hearing.”

www.hars.co.uk

The hearing loss charity met with
the Shanghai Civil Affairs Bureau at its
London head office last month, after being
asked to hold the session by the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office and Charity
Commission International Programme
Jane Cordell, Head of Access Training
& Consultancy, addressed delegates by
explaining the benefits that organisations can
reap by opening up their services to people
and their staff with a hearing loss.
Jane said, “It was a pleasure to meet this
senior delegation from such an important city
as Shanghai - whose population of 26 million
people equates to one third of the UK’s.
“We shared ideas on facilitating
employment for disabled and deaf people.

BBC Producer/ Director wins
Future Focus Award 2011

repair shop

Hearing Times

Freephone:
08000 217721

Email: info@hars.co.uk

www.hars.co.uk
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Postal service covers the UK
Deal directly with the repairer
Cost effective - basic repair £74.00
Quick turnaround (3 working days)

Email: info@hars.co.uk

Visit us on facebook
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An interview with...
When I heard that the theme of this
month’s Hearing Times was Art and
Family, I was at first a little stuck. My
knowledge of art is, to say the least,
extremely limited. My knowledge of
family is better but where is the
challenge in writing about that?! So I
did what everyone would do and
googled ‘Deaf Art’.
The range of items that came up was
fantastic from painting to animation,
from comedy to poetry. At Deafax we
are lucky to work with, or have worked
with, some extremely talented deaf
artists over the years. Rubbena
Aurangzeb-Tariq describes herself as
‘a British born deaf artist from a
Muslim upbringing.’ Her art allows her
to explore and rebel against cultural
boundaries. You can see her art at
http://rubbena.com. On the other side
a completely different style of artist,
Frank Singh, uses photography and
film to capture the barriers he feels
deaf people face. You can see his
work on his YouTube channel
www.youtube.com/user/frank3king5.
The use of film as a way of enabling
deaf children and adults to express
their feelings and emotions has
become more popular. In my research
I came across Biomation, a company
using animation and creative media to
explore serious issues. Their survival
tips for deaf teenagers are both
excellent and useful. See http://biomation.blogspot.com/
Humour is a great way of exploring
situations and Deaf comedy is often
situation comedy and involves much
laughing about hearing people. From
the variety of jokes I found, this one,
about a honeymooning deaf couple
was clean and brought a smile to my
face. ‘One night during their
honeymoon, the husband got up to
check he’d locked the car. As he went
back he suddenly realises he can’t
remember which room is his. Being a
quick thinker he got back into the car
and started beeping the horn, all the
lights in the rooms quickly came on
with people furious at being woken up,
except one. Making a note of this, he
quickly got out and went back to his
room.’
Information, awareness and history
can all be communicated through art,
often making a point far quicker than
we could by explaining it or writing it
down. The most poignant piece of art
that I came across was the BSL poem
‘Out of the depths’ about the history of
deaf rights since the Milan conference
1880, superbly signed by John Wilson
you must watch it on - http://bit.ly/vzl7Zy

www.deafax.org
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Baroness Randerson, Liberal Democrat peer

Baroness Randerson (of Roath Park), formerly Jenny Randerson, is a prominent Welsh Liberal Democrat politician
and hearing aid user. She campaigned for the establishment of the National Assembly for Wales and served that
body with distinction as Minister and backbencher until her retirement from it. She now sits in the House of Lords
and chairs the All Party Group on Hepatitis C.
William Jeremy met at her office in Westminster overlooking the House of Lords.
Baroness Randerson: “In the National
Assembly for Wales (the Assembly) only
two people had a hearing problem and
people did their best to accommodate and
adjust but the pace of things inevitably
was dictated by people without a hearing
problem.
“In the Lords hearing issues are
more common so the facts of life are
accommodated and the pace is much more
measured. There is little raucous noise in
the chamber and when you are speaking
you will be heard – despite the building
being pre-disability legislation.

Being hard of hearing is quite
common here, I am not aware of
any great fuss of it being made
“There is a myth that we are all asleep in
the House of Lords. In fact members are
leaning in the back of the seat to catch the
sound amplified by the microphone. When I
sit in the chamber I can listen with my head
on the back rest. If I sit in the back row I can
hear better but if I want to speak it is better
to sit further forward.
“Being hard of hearing is quite common
here, I am not aware of any great fuss of
it being made here. In the Assembly we
had fixed seats and in the House of Lords
seating in the chamber is down to the
individual member. The average age is 69
so wearing a hearing aid is normal and

saying in a meeting ‘can you please repeat’
is normal. My hearing problem means that
I have lost the consonants to a greater or
lesser extent.

“When I was teaching I used to
say ‘I am a bit deaf so you can
shout at me’”
“Quite a lot of my conversation involves
guesswork/face-to-face/lipreading. A name
or address on the phone is ok but I often
can’t manage a postcode without emphasis
(B/T/E – ‘B’ for baby or ‘T’ for Trevor).
“When I was teaching I used to say ‘I am a
bit deaf so you can shout at me’. Now, when
speaking to groups the difficult bit is the
Question and Answer session, not seeing
faces in a meeting can be difficult. The
best conversations often take place in bars
and restaurants (peers go to Bishops Bar)
though noise levels are high with a hearing
aid in, without it you miss things in chatter
and intimate conversations.
“Deafness is the hidden disability and the
best of intentioned people do not realise
other people have a problem. That is one
of the reasons I lumber on with an external
hearing aid because people notice it.
Another challenge is hearing the division
bell when it is time for a vote and although
the whips (party business managers) text
members it is easy to miss a vote, even by
seconds. Issues of technology and access

Baroness Randerson explains how she
“lumbers on with an external hearing aid
because people notice it”

are part of the constraints of a 19th century
building. It is possible to get by so you do.”
“If you are seeking changes you are taking
on centuries of tradition. It is all done in
committees and you have to start early
if want anything changed or put on the
agenda, even getting jacket potatoes put on
the menu in the canteen may take years!
“In the instance of hearing adaptations the
committee rooms have amplifications but
the chamber has to be unobtrusive. The
difference with the Welsh Assembly is that it
was a new institution from the start and had
modern audio systems for translation and
everybody had headphones. In the House
of Lords solutions are constrained and it is a
question of discovering what is available and
who does what. It all takes time. However,
there is a vast reservoir of expertise here.”

Success for charity’s BME hearing aid clinic
An initiative by Deaf-led charity, Action Deafness (AD) Cultural, in conjunction with Leicester’s Hospitals Hearing
Services Department, to bring NHS hearing aid services to the heart of the city’s Black, Minority and Ethnic (BME)
communities, has proven a success in overcoming cultural barriers
Leicester-based AD Cultural’s HearNow
Project launched a drop-in hearing aid repair
clinic with the city’s NHS Hearing Services
Department in response to research showing
people from BME backgrounds were not
accessing services. Their reluctance is often
due to language difficulties and traditional
attitudes which reinforce stigmas and fear of
disability, says the charity.

Reluctance of those from BME
backgrounds to seek help is often
due to language difficulties and
traditional attitudes which reinforce
stigmas and fear of disability
Since the sessions started at Age UK’s
Catherine House, off Evington Road, in May
this year more than 100 Hard of Hearing
people have come forward to access the
service which runs fortnightly on Monday
mornings in conjunction with NHS University
Hospitals Leicester (UHL).
An audiologist from the Hearing Services
Department, fluent in South Asian languages
is on-hand to check, service and repair
hearing aids – and offer general advice to
Hard of Hearing people. The drop-in sessions
are also supported by staff with BME
backgrounds from AD Cultural’s HearNow
Project.
Leicester
Royal
Infirmary
based
audiologist, Shamsi Haque, said, “Elderly
people from BME backgrounds sometimes
find it difficult to admit a hearing impairment,
often due to stigmas about disabilities within
their own communities. They may also have

language difficulties.
“Running drop-in sessions within the
community helps overcome the reluctance
some people feel in accessing our hospitalbased services. And, of course, it is easier
for service users to access a local venue,”
she added.
It’s a point emphasised by Judy Tang,
from the Leicester Chinese Community
Centre, Belgrave, whose members are
attending the drop-in clinic, “There is a
reluctance, even anxiety, particularly among
the elderly to attend hospital-based services,
or even to visit their own GPs.
“That’s why our members are very happy
to come here, where the service is culturally
appropriate and they can have support with
language difficulties they may have.”
AD believes there are 18,000 Deaf and
hard of hearing people in the city and county
from BME communities – and that only a
fraction are accessing important services.
Jaz Mann, AD Cultural Manager, said, “We
are working directly with BME communities at
grassroots level to offer appropriate support
to Deaf and Hard of Hearing people and their

The service is culturally
appropriate and they can have
support with language difficulties
they may have
families - and this is just one of the services
we run as part of our HearNow Project.
“But we know there are thousands of
Deaf and Hard of Hearing people from BME
communities across the city who are not
accessing the services they are entitled to.

However, I am delighted by the uptake
of our drop-in hearing aid repair clinic which
shows this is a much-needed initiative.”
He emphasised that although specific
support was available to BME clients, the
drop-in sessions are open to all Hard of
Hearing people.
For information on the next drop-in clinic
email enquiries@actiondeafness.org.uk,
visit www.actiondeafness.org.uk or write
to HearNow Project, Action Deafness
Cultural, 1st Floor, Peepul Centre,
Orchardson Avenue, Leicester LE4 6DP
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IAC are the World’s largest
manufacturer of noise control
solutions and the UK’s number
one supplier of Audiology booths
and rooms.
All IAC Audiology facilities are
manufactured from laboratory and
field tested components to the
highest technical standards and
adhere to HTM 2045 design criteria.
Contact: IAC
Using a modular construction, all
Tel: +44 (0) 1962 873 000
IAC Audiology booths and rooms
are quick to install on-site and can
Email: info@iacl.co.uk
www.industrialacoustics.com be demounted and relocated without
any loss in acoustic performance.
Page 1
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beyondpr
C h art

Providing quality communication
services for individuals and
corporate clients alike.
Our open approach helps
us to understand your access
requirements.
The Peepul Centre,
BSL/English Interpreting
Orchardson Avenue,
Sign Supported English (SSE)
Leicester LE4 6DP
Speech to text Reporting (STTR)
Lip Speakers
www.adcommunications.org.uk
Deafblind Interpreting
Tel: 0844 5938443
Deaf Relay Interpreting
Palantypists
Fax: 08445938444
Notetaking
Minicom: 0844 5938445
Communication Support Workers
SMS: 0794 7714040
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Conversor Pro is an affordable,
simple to use, assistive listening
devise for hard of hearing people.
The device has a powerful
directional microphone which
focuses on the desired sounds
and eliminates that tiresome
background noise.
Conversor Pro can be used
at home for family gatherings,
watching television, at the office
Contact: Conversor Limited
or in the classroom and lecture
Tel: +44 (0)870 066 3499
theatres.
Email: lisa@conversorprodcuts.com
Suitable for use with multiple
Web: www.conversorproducts.com receivers.
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National PR campaigns/regional rates

www.hearbase.com
Working both in the Private and NHS sector delivering First Class;
 diagnostic audiology  hearing technology 
industrial screening  hearing protection  patient care services

Contact us for a free quotation

www.beyondpr.co.uk

beyondpr is proud to represent

NEW WEB SHOP OPEN NOW
batteries  accessories  hearing protection  cleansing products  ear care

www.hearbasedirect.com

Place a listing in the newspaper and online for only £50 per month
email info@hearingtimes.co.uk

Siemens Hearing Instruments appoints audiologist First ever O2 Guru fluent in BSL now available
Siemens Hearing Instruments has appointed Clare Heaviside as Audiologist
for the South East of England
Clare brings 22 years of industry experience to the role that will
see her providing technical support and training for dispensers and
clinicians using Siemens Hearing Instruments’ equipment. She will
work across the private and public sectors throughout the South East
of England covering Siemens Hearing Instruments’ entire portfolio of
audiology solutions.
A qualified audiologist, Clare’s most recent role was with the NHS,
where she spent 10 years as Senior Chief Audiologist at Leicester
Royal Infirmary. Prior to this she worked as an audiologist at
Northampton General Hospital and Kettering General Hospital. Clare
also has experience running her own small independent business as a registered hearing
aid dispenser. She provided diagnostic services as part of this job for the last three years.  
Commenting on her appointment, Clare said, “This new role is a complete change from
my last role in the NHS and I am looking forward to bringing my experience of working in
both the public sector and my own small private business to all Siemens’ customers in the
South East. I look forward to deepening my knowledge of Siemens Hearing Instruments’
expansive portfolio of hearing devices, equipment and practice management.”
For further information visit www.siemens.co.uk/hearing

White Stuff staff ready to welcome Deaf customers
Staff at White Stuff Beaconsfield recently completed a Deaf awareness
session hosted by national Deaf healthcare charity SignHealth
The team at the shop on Burkes Parade were taught basic British Sign Language (BSL)
to enable them to welcome Deaf customers.
Claire Allen, Manager of White Stuff Beaconsfield, said, “Our staff learned a few signs to
help us provide a better service for Deaf people, as well as learning more about the charity.
Representatives from SignHealth taught us how to introduce ourselves, the alphabet and
numbers for prices and sizes. We enjoyed the evening and are glad we are now able to
serve Deaf customers better.
“We also picked up some tips on how to communicate more clearly with customers with
all levels of deafness, including those who lip-read or use hearing aids. The clothing retailer,
which has its headquarters in London, was established in 1985 and sells a range of casual
clothes and accessories for men and women.

What is your news? email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

O2 and Telenomics have unveil the steps taken at the new O2 store at 229
Tottenham Court Road to improve services for people with sensory needs,
and offer in-store expert advice on the benefits that specific mobile devices
and applications can provide
All staff have received Sight Loss
Awareness training from RNIB, and Deaf
Awareness training from Positive Signs,
a Deaf Led Consultancy, Training and
Communication Services business. Positive
Signs have also been a critical partner in the
recruitment of Abigail Gorman, the first ever
O2 Guru who is Deaf and fluent in BSL.
Abigail is available to help customers
choose a mobile phone and understand how
it works, as well as answer questions about
their account.
“People often don’t understand that
customer service for the Deaf community
can be non-existent,” said Abigail. “That’s
why I am so pleased that O2 has given me
the opportunity to be part of its Guru team,
providing the Deaf community with access
to great impartial advice on the right mobile
phone for them”
Simon Davis, O2’s Head of Corporate
Responsibility said, “At O2 we want to make
sure that everyone can enjoy our products
and services. We understand that for older
or disabled customers, finding the right
mobile phone and navigating its functions
can be difficult. By offering in-store, expert
advice at our new store in the heart of
London, we’re looking forward to providing
a better experience to our customers with
sensory needs.”
The store is run by Telenomics Ltd, an O2
franchise business founded in 2007 by Amar
Radia, Adarsh Radia and Asad Hamir, who
said, “The smartphones and applications
that are available today can make such a
difference to people’s lives, helping increase

independence and
confidence for those
with sensory needs.
“We therefore
want to make
these devices
as accessible as
possible to the sight
loss and D/deaf
communities by
ensuring we are fully
able to recommend
and demonstrate
relevant handsets and applications, and
by offering the best level of service that
we can. This includes educating our staff
on the devices and applications available,
putting them through Sight Loss and Deaf
Awareness training, and having a member
of staff who is fluent in BSL.”
The store is also equipped with portable
hearing loops and personal listeners to
allow hard of hearing people and those with
a hearing aid to hear conversations more
clearly at desks or while moving around
the store, for example to look at different
handsets.
The store also features a lift to allow
people to easily access the lower level, and
RNIB have provided consultancy on areas
where accessibility can be improved moving
forward.
As well as continually working to improve
services for people with sensory needs,
the O2 store will also be working to provide
advice and services for people with motor
and learning difficulties in the future.
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Crossword
Across
8 Festive period (9)
9 Common children’s aural condition (4,3)

Down
1 Ghostly spectre (8)

11 Positioned, sitting (2,4)

2 Audio playback systems (2-3)

12 Designed to dampen audio stimuli (10)

3 Essential parts of a building (10)

13 See 31 across

4 Herb (7)

14 Pitch invader? (8)

5 Aircraft (6)

15 Bouquet (4)

6 Aural assistance providers (7,4)

17 Beseech, beg (7)

7 Fun fair attraction (8)

18 Like a gas membrane (9)

10 They are traditionally eaten at yuletide (7)

21 Study of hearing disorders (9)

16 Boundless (11)

23 Time piece (7)

19 Charlatan salesman, quack (10)

26 Food store (4)

20 Volcanic rock (7)

27 Given on the 25th (8)

22 Entered before a password? (4,4)

28 Poem (3)

24 Something to be added, extra pages (8)

30 The peculiarities of something (3,3,4)

25 Unable to move from its base (7)

31/13

Follows 8 across (6,3)

32 Cochlear ___ (7)

27 Person who emphasises the rules (6)
29 Spreadsheet software (5)

33 Fruitful, copious (9)
Puzzle courtesy of Oglala
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We offer four options for subscription to Hearing

Fill in the blank squares so that
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Theatre
December

Tuesday 1
7:15 PM Marat/Sade
Royal Shakespeare Theatre, Stratford-uponAvon
Thursday 1
7:30 PM The Kitchen Sink
Bush Theatre, London
Saturday 3
2:30 PM Legally Blonde - The Musical
Theatre Royal, Nottingham
Wednesday 7
7:30 PM Juno and the Paycock
National Theatre, London
Thursday 8
7:00 PM Sleeping Beauty
Theatre Royal, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
Friday 9
7:30 PM Legally Blonde - The Musical
Sunderland Empire, Sunderland
Saturday 10
2:30 PM Company
The Crucible, Sheffield
7:30 PM An Inspector Calls
Theatre Royal, Plymouth
Tuesday 13
7:00 PM War Horse (West End)
New London Theatre, London
Wednesday
7:00 PM Beauty and the Beast
Mercury Theatre, Colchester
7:00 PM Sleeping Beauty - The Rock ‘n’
Roll Panto!
Clwyd Theatr Cymru, Mold
Thursday 15
1:45 PM Snow Queen
Unicorn Theatre, Southwark
7:00 PM Jack and the Beanstalk
Watford Palace Theatre, Watford
7:30 PM Yerma
The Gate, Notting Hill
Friday 16
11:00 AM Snow Queen
Unicorn Theatre, Southwark

Captioning gives access to live performances
for deaf, deafened and hard of hearing people

2:00 PM The Bollywood Trip
Southbank Centre, London
Sunday 18
1:00 PM Snow Queen
Unicorn Theatre, Southwark
Tuesday 20
2:30 PM Aladdin
Milton Keynes Theatre, Milton Keynes
7:00 PM Aladdin
Grand Opera House, York
7:00 PM Aladdin
Milton Keynes Theatre, Milton Keynes
7:30 PM Reasons to be Pretty
Almeida Theatre, London
Wednesday 21
2:30 PM Oliver!
Wales Millennium Centre, Cardiff
7:45 PM The Westbridge
Royal Court Theatre, London
Saturday 24
2:00 PM Sleeping Beauty
Lyceum Theatre, Sheffield
Wednesday 28
1:00 PM Jack and the Beanstalk
Grove Theatre, Dunstable
2:00 PM The Snow Queen
Rose Theatre, Kingston
Thursday 29
2:00 PM Beasts and Beauties
Hampstead Theatre, London
7:00 PM Cinderella
The Lighthouse, Poole

January 2012

Tuesday 3
2:00 PM The Firework-Maker’s Daughter
Theatre By The Lake, Keswick
Wednesday 4
3:00 PM Cinderella
The Lighthouse, Poole
7:00 PM Beauty and the Beast
Harrogate Theatre, Harrogate

7:00 PM Aladdin
Lyric Hammersmith, London

Thursday 5
7:30 PM Scrooge
The Lowry, Salford

Saturday 17
2:00 PM Dick Whittington
Aylesbury Waterside Theatre,

Friday 6
5:30 PM Aladdin
Theatre Severn, Shrewsbury

2:00 PM The Glass Slipper
Northern Stage, Newcastle upon Tyne

7:30 PM Cinderella
Chickenshed, London

Photo of the Month

As Autumn draws to a close, I took the
opportunity to capture the last of the
golden leaves fall from the trees at a
local country park.

www.bryonyclairephotography.co.uk

A miscellany of theatre, film, charity and fundraising events
to keep readers informed of happenings in deaf
and hard of hearing communities

Events

December

Beckenham Deaf Social
Friday 2
7:00 PM – 11:00 PM
St George Church Hall, 5-7 Albermarle
Road, Beckenham, Kent BR3 5HZ
Beckenham Deaf Club is designed to be
different, in that it will have no committees,
no membership, and no rules – bringing
back feelings of the traditional Deaf Clubs
of old. People can simply turn up, socialise
with old friends, make new friends, and of
course enjoy the tea, coffee and snacks.
For further information email
Jonnynelson007@yahoo.com or SMS
07751 244853

Weekend for grandparents of deaf
children & young people
Friday 2 17:00 PM – Sunday 4 14:00 PM
Age range: 0-11 years
Price: Free
Hyatt Regency Birmingham, 2 Bridge Street,
Birmingham, B1 2JZ
Are you a grandparent of a deaf child /
young person? Would you like meet other
grandparents? Then this weekend may be
for you.
NDCS is holding a weekend especially for
grandparents with deaf grandchildren aged
between 0 - 11 years.
The event will bring together grandparents
from across the UK, giving them the
opportunity to meet other grandparents,
share experiences and gain information
about the support available to them and
their family.
Accommodation & meals are included.
The weekend will enable grandparents to
share their experiences in a supportive and
confidential environment.
The topics covered will include: sharing
experiences, information provisions,
grandparents support, communication.
For further information contact Helen
Bell, Family Weekend Development
Officer via email helen.bell@ndcs.org.uk
or call 01827 251807

Mega Multi Sports Day in Antrim

Sunday 4
10:00 AM – 4:00 PM
Age range: 8 - 16
Price: Free!
Antrim Forum, Lough Road, Antrim, BT41
4DQ
Is your deaf child mad about sport? NDCS
Multi Sports Days are all about energetic
training sessions led by experienced
coaches and supported by NDCS
volunteers.
It doesn’t matter if your child is on their way
to becoming a top sporting star, or trying the
activities for the first time. NDCS will make
sure they get the support they need to enjoy
the day.
For further information email wendy.
gallagher@ndcs.org.uk or call 028 9031
3170

Deaf Rave Xmas Bash
Saturday 10
The Victory, 281 Kingsland Road, London
E2 8AS
9:00 PM – 4:00 AM
STRICTLY OVER 18 only, ID required
Limited 200 Tickets: Advance tickets £5 / £8
on the door
A small party and get together to celebrate
Xmas for our deaf community. Also
fund raising event for deaf schools and
organisations in India, Nepal, Cambodia
and Vietnam. DJ Chinaman, DJ Ceri and
MC Geezer will be travelling in Asia 2012
to visit the deaf schools and organisations.
DeafRave will donate money made from the
party to a good cause.
For further information visit www.
deafrave.com

New Challenges - New Solutions New Opportunities

Tuesday 13
Registration: 09:30am Conference: 10:00AM
until 4:00PM
BT Centre, 81 Newgate Street, London,
EC1A 7AJ
Deaf organisational development in a
changing environment.
This one day conference will explore the
current challenges facing Deaf organisations
in responding to emerging changes to
service procurement, development and
delivery, whilst reviewing opportunities for
partnership, collaborative working and future
funding.
The conference will also provide an
opportunity to discover more about the
emerging roles of the Office for Disability
Issues and the Office for Civil Society and
identify mechanisms for UKCoD members to
engage with and support these Government
offices, to achieve an equity of participation,
influence and benefit for Deaf organisations
and the people they serve

Christmas Sign and Sing-along
Wednesday 14
6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Ticket price £12.50
Join Action on Hearing Loss for a carol
evening full of entertainment and festivity at
Chapter Arts Centre, Cardiff with BBC Radio
Wales presenter Beverley Humphreys
Music from brass players of the Royal Welsh
College of Music and Drama directed by
Andy Everton.
The ticket price includes: mulled wine, mince
pies, songs and readings from Beverley
Humphreys, performance by the Catholic
Deaf Service Choir.
For tickets contact lucy.holmes@
hearingloss.org.uk or call 029 2033 3034

Sculpture In The Medieval &
Renaissance Galleries
Friday 16
06:30 PM – 7:30 PM
Victoria & Albert Museum, London
Free tours for deaf and hard of hearing visitors
Enjoy this talk which looks at the amazing
examples of diverse sculptural forms in the
Medieval and Renaissance galleries.
Book online at www.vam.ac.uk or email
bookings.office@vam.ac.uk

Community Christmas Party
Saturday 17
7:00 PM
Catford Powerleague, Canadian Avenue,
Catford SE6 4SW
Once again the South East London deaf
community joins forces for an annual Xmas
bash. Charlton Athletic DFC, Beckenham
Deaf Club and Deaf-SELF will be hosting
this event jointly.
Tickets are £10 including food and one free
drink.

Signed Christmas Carols in Oxford

Sunday 18
2:00 PM - Arrive at Oxford Deaf Centre
2:30 PM - First performance
3:30 PM - Last performance
Signed Carols at the Oxford Castle
Christmas Market! Everybody is welcome
to come - if you would like to help but don’t
want to sign, please let us know.
There will be a practice session at the
Oxford Deaf Centre on Sunday 4th
December, 2 - 5pm.
For more information please contact
Judy at the Oxford Deaf Direct office;
call 01905 746301, text: 07725 244133 or
email: info@deafdirect.org.uk

Are you organising an event?

Tell our readers about it!
Advertise HERE
email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
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European Audiologist of the Year When goalkeeper Alan Knight
Hearing specialist Jens Warnecke is celebrating after being named the
Rayovac Audio Infos European Audiologist of the Year for 2011
Jens, 25, who has worked for Amplifon
Deutschland GmbH since 2007, was chosen
as the winner by a panel of the hearing
industry’s leading figures.
The competition attracted entries from
patients across the continent with Jens
nominated by the family of a young girl for
helping with her health problems.
Lena, who is now seven, was born with
CHARGE syndrome, and required nine
operations and 19 anaesthetics in her early
years to treat her condition. Partly as a result
of all the corrective surgery, she was left with
severe hearing and speech problems and
has worn hearing aids since.
Jens started working with Lena last
summer after being moved by a message
posted by her parents on a hearing forum,
seeking information and support that would
enable Lena to receive an FM hearing system
she needed for school.
Jens, who qualified as a paediatric
acoustic specialist in 2010, wrote back to
state that he was convinced it was Lena’s
right to have the FM system. After striking up
a dialogue with the family, and encouraging
them not to give up, this opinion was
confirmed once Jens had seen Lena’s papers
and he promised to write a report supporting
her claims.
Jens explained in great detail the reasons
behind Lena needing this type of system and
the development benefits she would gain as
a result of this support.
The judging panel were extremely
impressed with the lengths to which Jens had
gone to help, quoting extensively experts in
ENT medicine and hearing aid technology,
previous rulings, as well as providing further
details of other contacts that could provide
further help and support.

The request
is
still
being
resolved,
and
Jens
continues
to go the extra
mile,
providing
Lena with an FM
system for her
to use free of
charge while the
family wait for a
resolution to the
application.
Despite living more than 200km away,
this FM system has been provided and fitted
by Jens and has helped Lena’s hearing
comprehension to improve by more than 20
per cent.
Thomas, her father said, “We are now
looking to the future in a very positive frame
of mind and have found somebody that really
cares for our daughter’s wellbeing.
“We’ve been very fortunate to meet
someone who approaches his profession as
a calling, who supports his clients and sets
everything in motion to do the best for them.
“He’s a man for whom the client is more
important than the money, who risked his
position for somebody he didn’t know on
the internet. All of this while trying to run his
business.”
The Audiologist of the Year Award, run
by Rayovac in association with Audio Infos
magazine is being held for the fourth year
and aims to recognise professionals who go
above and beyond the call of duty to help.
It is judged by experts and all submissions
received by the judges are anonymous.

lost his hearing
Steve Thomson
Driving along the freeway in the USA
and suddenly his ears went pop, Alan
Knight, the goalkeeper who made over 800
appearances for Portsmouth FC and earning
an MBE, didn’t think much of it at the time.
But the hissing sound in his ears
persisted and he went to see the club doctor
at FC Dallas whom he joined as a coach
after retiring from the English football. He
was told it was probably an infection and
was given a three-day course of antibiotics.
He returned home at the end of the
American season, felt no better and went to
his GP who initially thought his ears were
blocked and Alan tried all kinds of waxremoving products to no avail.
Only when Alan returned to the surgery
six months later was he referred to an ear,
nose and throat consultant. He was given
an MRI scan and the outcome one and a
half years after feeling that first popping
sensation, was devastating – he was told his
hearing had gone for good.
“It was very annoying,” Knight recalls.
“The guy had no bedside manner at all. He
just came out with it. He told me my nerve
endings, the hairs on my inner ear, were
dead.”
And to make matters worse, Knight
was told that if the condition - Sudden

For more information visit
www.audiologistoftheyear.eu

Obituary

Walter Ernest Hook

It is with deep
regret to inform you
of the sad loss of the
late Walter Ernest
Hook who passed
away at the end of
August after a short
illness in hospital.
He
was
surrounded in his
final days and hours
by his two nieces Jo
& Julie, SDA staff and friends – all ladies I
might add.
Many of us knew Wally as he was
known, for many many years and he
will be missed greatly by everyone that
enjoyed working, playing scrabble - darts bowls and snooker and in general talking
to people. We all remember him with his
dogs, Patch and recently Jake coming to
the Centre nearly every day.
Wally had a lot of time for everyone
including staff and volunteers who work
extremely hard to ensure provision of
support is available for deaf people. Over
the years he taught Sign Language and had
many students and made many friends.
Wally was extremely supportive of what
The Sussex Deaf Association stands for
of which is reflected in his serving on our
Committee for 25 years in recent years as
the Church Representative. A complete
gentleman with an extremely cheerful
outlook on life, of which he enjoyed it to its
fullest. Cruise holidays were his particular
favourite and especially recently going on
one final cruise to Norway.
An avid supporter of Arsenal Football

Club which Chrissie Jenner, Manager of
Sussex Deaf Association enjoyed catching
up on the sport from the weekend when he
popped in on a Tuesday.
Graham Sheppard, Headmaster of
Hamilton Lodge School commented, “Wally
was a wonderful person both within the Deaf
community and beyond. He was always a
great friend to Hamilton Lodge School and
whenever he met the children he spent
time talking to them, passing on his wit and
wisdom”.
Wally was also a faithful server at St
Marys Church for many years. He also
represented SDA at the Church Meetings
at Diocese Church House in Hove. Being
a profoundly deaf individual this did not
stop Wally from doing anything he wanted
to do. Wally crammed so much into his 88
years which many of us can learn from
He will be sadly missed by staff at the
Association; Chrissie, Sue, Kim, Tracy,
Teena, friends and by everyone who worked
with him in the past. Including Patricia
Mitchell who worked with Wally for some 30
years until her retirement last December.
The feeling from everyone who wanted to
pay tribute to Wally was reflected in his funeral
on 21st September at Downs Crematorium
Brighton, with so many people in attendance
that there was standing room only. The
Sussex Deaf Association and his two nieces
Jo and Julie would like to thank everyone
for their kind wishes and attendance to his
funeral and lunch in celebration of his life that
day.
We offer our grateful thanks to this
extraordinary man who’s presence and
support will be missed by everyone.

31st January 1923 – 31st August 2011

Sensorineural
Hearing Loss (SSHL)
- in his left ear, could
have been treatable
with steroids if caught
in the first two weeks.
“It made me angry
knowing I had missed
the chance of having
my hearing.”
Now he had to cope with being 80 per
cent deaf in his left ear with significant
hearing loss in his right ear.
He recalls the time before he was fitted
with a hearing aid, saying, “It was really
frustrating always having to ask people to
repeat themselves. I was embarrassed,
only guessing at what was said to me and
pretending to understand it. In noisy areas
or rooms I just couldn’t hear people. I felt
excluded from the banter and I became a bit
withdrawn.”
Alan believes football could have been a
contributory cause to his hearing loss. “I feel
some of it may have been caused through
playing football, getting kicks to the head
and the effect of loud crowds over time,” he
said.
Hearing aid specialists Amplifon fitted
him with two digital hearing aids, including a
small one in his right ear aimed at amplifying
only high-frequency sounds and he admits
that this is the one he now largely uses.
It took him time to adjust to the idea of
wearing aids, “I think there is a stigma about
having impaired hearing,” he adds. “No one
has a problem wearing glasses. They buy
designer glasses, it’s seen as a cool thing
to do. But hearing aids seem to just be
associated with older people.
“People will go and have their eyes
tested every couple of years and I think
people should go and get their ears tested
too.”

Ear protection right on target
Commonwealth Games Shooting Gold Medallist opts for specialist audiology
protection over traditional defenders or plugs
Steven Scott, professional shooter
ranked 2nd in the UK for Double Trap, has
been wearing SecureEar from Siemens
rather than standard hearing defenders or ear
plugs when training and competing in double
trap clay pigeon shooting and found that
the specialist audiology protection reduces
the sound impact of gun firing, yet amplifies
coaching tips and other conversations.
SecureEar offers an ideal alternative to
bulky hearing protection devices such as ear
defenders or fitted in the ear canal plugs. The
discrete device can reduce the sound of a
gun blast by up to 35dB and simultaneously
amplify quieter sounds such as conversations
with coaches or fellow shooters via specialist,
acoustic software.
This technology allows the user to
communicate with others without having to
remove their hearing protection – helping
with time management to get more shooting
in during training sessions.
Steven Scott explains, “Once you have
lost your hearing, you can never get it back.
I feel very strongly about protecting against
hearing loss and in addition to knowing my
hearing is safe, SecureEar makes it ten times
easier to train.
“For the first time, my coach can provide
rapid instruction without me needing to pause
to remove ear plugs or defenders. This keeps
momentum during training sessions and

Latest technology reduces the sound impact
of gun firing, yet amplifies coaching tips

more time can be given to actual shooting.”
Steven has been shooting since
he was young and has participated in
a number of prestigious international
shooting competitions including the 2008
Beijing Olympic Games and the 2010
Commonwealth Games.
As a child he failed to use hearing
protection and as a result, suffered minor
hearing damage. The professional shooter
also works part time in forestry and pest
control and has also enjoyed the benefits of
SecureEar in his working environment, as
well as during his shooting training.
For more information about SecureEar
visit www.siemens.co.uk/hearing
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